




AMAZING SALE OF

GREAT BOOKS AT
4

C Your Choice of These Qreat

Books at 4c per Copy—Mini-
EACH mum Order 25—Fill Out and

1 Mail the Order Blank Today

Before Rush of the Sale Begins

HERE IS THE GREATEST BARGAIN IN ALL PUBLISHING HISTORY! UNTIL NOV,
PRICE OF 4c PER BOOK—WE ARE MAKING THIS SPECIAL BARGAIN

ADVENTURE AND EXPLORATION
23 Great Stories of the Sea

301 Sailor Chanties and Cowboy Songs
<513 The Travels of Marco Polo
516 A Book of Real Adventures
558 Great Pirates. Charles J. Finger
043 Masterpieces of Mystery
044 Masterpieces of Adventure
045 Tales of Oriental Life
046 Tales of Desert Places
602 The Great Pyramid of Egypt
580 A History of Polar Exploration
565 Magellan and the Pacific. Finger
469 The Egypt of Yesterday: A History
343 The Diary of Columbus in 1492
150 Lost Civilizations. Finger

AMERICAN FICTION
277 Man Without a Country. Hale
334 Caught. E. and M. Haldeman-Julius
454 The Unworthy Coopers; Comtesse Du

Jones. Haldeman-Julius
363 Miggles, and Other Stories. Harte
659 Two Short Stories. Dreiser
698 Tales of Chicago Streets. Hecht
699 Broken Necks (Stories). Ben Hecht
865 Main Street Tales. Anderson
866 The Untold Lie, etc. Anderson
745 Montes: Matador and Lover. Harris
746 A Daughter of Eve. Frank Harris
923 Magic Glasses, etc. Frank Harris
924 Miracle of Stigmata, etc. Harris
968 Upturned Face, and Others. Crane
967 Pace of Youth, and Others. Crane
1037 Get Ready the Wreaths. Fannie

Hurst
1038 T. B. Fannie Hurst
1039 “Ice Water, PI !” Fannie Hurst
1062 Humoresque. Fannie Hurst

Mark Twain
166 English as She Is Spoke
231 Eight Humorous Sketches
662 Amusing Answers to Correspondents
663 Journalism In Tennessee
668 Humorous Fables
930 An Idle Excursion
931 The Stolen White Elephant
932 A Curious Experience
517 Mark Twain: Laughing Philosopher

Edgar Allan Poe
12 Tales of Mystery
32 Poems, with Introductions and Notes
108 The Fall of the House of Usher
162 The Murders in the Rue Morgue
186 How I Wrote “The Raven”
290 The Gold Bug
939 Tales of Imaginative Science
940 Tales Grotesque and Weird
941 Tales Psychological and Gruesome
729 Poe’s Marginalia. Isaac Goldberg
730 Poe as a Literary Critic. Goldberg
731 Critical Excerpts from Poe
356 Poe: America’s Great Genius
144 Was Poe Immoral? Whitman

Jack London
30 What Life Means to Me
148 The Strength of the Strong ]

152 Son of the Wolf
223 The Wife of a King
288 Tales of the Far North
640 The Apostate
1022 An Odyssey of the North
1024 Tales of the White Silence
183 Life of Jack London

Upton Sinclair

590-591-592 The Millennium. 3 vols.
594 The Overman
630 The Second-Story Man (Play)
634-635 Captain of Industry. 2 vols.

Clarence Darrow
883 Debate on Capital Punishment
884 Debate on Prohibition vs. Holmes
910 Is Life Worth Living? Debate
911 Is Humanity Progressing? Debate
934 Realism in Literature and Art
933 The Skeleton in the Closet
53 Insects and Men

829

Lecture on Voltaire: French Skeptic
974 The Ordeal of Prohibition

Ambrose Bierce

Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge, and
Other Stories

Horseman in the Sky, and Other
Stories

The Devil’s Dictionary
Tales of Ghouls and Ghosts
Tales of Haunted Houses
Fantastic Debunking Fables
My Favorite Murder, and Other

Stories

1054

1055

1056
1075
1080
1081
1086

AMERICAN POETRY
173 Vision of Sir Launfal. Lowell
351 Memories of Lincoln. Whitman
529 Walt Whitman: Bard Of the West
578 The Haunted House. Viereck
579 The Three Sphinxes. Viereck
626 Negro Songs: An Anthology
719 Poetry of the Southern States
742 Poems of Ralph Waldo Emerson
741 Poems of John Greenleaf Whittier
740 Poems of WHliam Cullen Bryant
849 Poems of Oliver Wendell Holmes
879 Poems of Philip Freneau
981 Songs for the New Age. Oppenheim

> AUTOBIOGRAPHY
289 Diary of Samuel Pepys
194 Letters to Chesterfield’s Natural Son
664 Wilde’s Letters to Sarah Bernhardt
735 Confessions of St. Augustine
867 Cicero as Revealed in His Letters
888 Memoirs of Madame de Stael
201 Intimate Conversations. Goethe m

980 How I Psycho-Analyzed Myself.
James Oppenheim

COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS
132 Beliefs of the Major Religions
61 What Is Religion? Leo Tolstoy

218 The Essence of the Talmud
325 The Essence of Buddhism
412 Mahomet: Founder of Arab Faith
428 The Essence of the Koran
471 The Essence of Confucianism
684 Essence of Judaism. Rabbi Jung
753 The Essence of Catholicism
170 A History of the Ancient Church
67 A History of the Medieval Church
169 A History of the Modern Church
600 The Essence of the Bible
624 The Gospel of Luke
625 The Gospel of Mark
628 The Making of the Old Testament
851 Sources of Bible Myths and Legends
207 The Olympian Gods. H. M. Tichenor
498 Greek and Roman Mythology
184 Primitive Beliefs. H. M. Tichenor
204 Sun Worship and Later Beliefs
211 The Idea of God in Nature. Mill
743 Great Christian Hymns
798 Religious Beliefs of African Negroes
907 Sex Obsessions of Saints and Mystics

CRIME AND DETECTIVE
102 Sherlock Holmes Tales. Doyle
266 Further Adventures of Sherlock

Holmes
1101 Sherlock Holmes Problem Stories
1026 Sherlock Holmes Detective Stories
1027 Sherlock Holmes Mystery Stories
1028 Sherlock Holmes Crim p! Stories
1029 Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

34 The Mystery of the Iron Mask
66 Crimes of the Borgias. Dumas

139 Crimes Against Criminals. Ingersoll
149 Historic Crimes and Criminals
,819 A Book of Strange Murders
j942 Two Great Detective Stories

CROSS SECTIONS OF LIFE
220 Merry England in Shakespeare’s

Time. Finger
563 New Light on Prehistoric Cultures
605 The Indians of the Pueblos
756 The Story of the Sioux Indians
755 Five Civilized American Tribes
754 The History of the New York Indians
845 An Introduction to Chaucer’s Robust

Presentation of Life
899 Rome Seen by Tacitus and Juvenal
965 Life Philosophies of Literary Masters.

Arthur Symonds
660 My Brother Paul. Dreiser
1053 A Guide to New York City’s Strange

Sections
1057 The Truth About New York’s China-

town
1058 The Truth About New York’s White

Light Region
DEBATES

43 Marriage vs. Divorce. Greeley-Owen
129 Rome or Reason? Ingersoll-Manning
130 Christianity. Ingersoll-Gladstone
171 Meaning of Life. Harris-Ward
206 Socialism. Seligman-Nearlng
208 Birth Control. Sanger-Russell
652 K-K-K Destructive? Evans-Zangwill
762 Optimism, Pessimism. Frank-Ward
723 Soviet Govt. Nearing-Russell

DOORS TO NEW WORLDS
17 The Joys of Walking. Thoreau
63 The Practical Value of Poetry
153 Chinese Philosophy of Life
195 Thoughts on Nature. Thoreau
233 Thoughts on Literature and Art
299 The Great Outdoors. Whitman
411 How to Enjoy Reading Cervantes
413 The Need for Art in Life. Holborn
422 Dante: an Esthetic View. Goldberg
504 Arnold’s Literature and Dogma
519 How to Enjoy Reading Rabelais
527 How to Enjoy Aeschylus’ Plays
642 The New Atlantis: An Ideal State
646 The Spirit of Brazilian Literature
732 The Spirit of Yiddish Literature
767 Hauptmann and Sudermann: Two

German Dramatists
770 Talks with Lamb, Coleridge, Goethe
973 Ten O’clock—A Lecture. Whistler
964 Modern English Men of Letters
582 Philosophic Nights in Paris""" 1 in

"

s

777 Revolt in German Drama. Loving
966 Stimulating Studies In Prose
773 Pictures of Travel. Heinrich Heine

DRAMA
462 Everyman: A Morality"Play
619 Tragical Dr. Faustus. Christopher

Marlowe
229 Ridiculous Women. Moliere
134 The Misanthrope. Moliere
99 Tartuffe. Moliere
131 Redemption. Leo Tolstoy
226 The Anti-Semites (Dr. Bernhardi).

Arthur Schnitzler
335 Land of Heart’s Desire. William But-

ler Yeats
337 Pippa Passes. Robert Browning
371 Empedocles on Etna. Matthew Ar-

nold
384 Four One**Act Plays. August Strind-

berg
396 Embers. E. and M. Haldeman-

Julius
539 None Beneath the King. Zorrilla

Plays of Ancient Life
418 Bacchantes. Euripides
500 Medea. Euripides
502 Hippolytus. Euripides
906 Iphigenia at Aulis. Euripides
511 King Oedipus. Sophocles
562 Antigone. Sophocles
817 The Acharnians. Aristophanes
316 Prometheus Bound. Aeschylus
760 Agamemnon. Aeschylus
850 The Captives. Plautus
852 The Pot of Gold. Plautus

AMAZING SALE UNTIL
NOVEMBER 30!

We want a new army of 1,000,000
readers of the Little Blue Books, the
finest collection of literature in the
English language. After midnight of
November 30th, the price will auto-
matically go back to 5c per copy

—

until Nov. 30th, order as many as you
please at the special bargain price of
4c per book. We have sold over 100,-
000,000 books in less than six years; it
is hoped that this new sale will bring
us up near the 200,000,000 mark. Old
and new customers may enjoy the ben-
efits of this astounding and unprece-
dented bargain sale. Order hundreds of
copies today, while you have the
chance. We are organized to give
prompt, efficient service. Satisfaction
guaranteed.guan
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900 The Self-Tormentor. Terence
889 Agamemnon. Seneca
880 Octavia. Seneca
882 Thyestes. Seneca

ENGLISH FICTION
352 Tales of 13th Century. Morris
677 Poems and Prose of William Blake
232 The Three Strangers. Thos. Hardy
026 Obliterated Man, etc. H. G. Wells
927 Stolen Bacillus, etc. H. G. Wells

Robert Louis Stevenson
279 Will o* the Mill, and Markheim
293 Villon: Student, Poet, Housebreaker
311 A Lodging for the Night
358 Virginibus Puerisque
349 An Apology for Idlers
370 Father Damien and the Lepers
554 A Child’s Garden of Verses
658 Walking Tours

Rudyard Kipling
151 Man Who Would Be King, etc.
332 Man Who Was, etc.
333 Mulvaney Stories
336 The Mark of the Beast, etc.
912 God from the Machine, etc.
913 Black Jack, etc.
914 On the City Wad, etc.
1Q17 Without Benefit of Clergy
222 The Vampire, and Other Poems
783 Mandalay, and Other Poems
795 Gunga Din, and Other Poems

Oscar Wilde
46 Salome (Drama) . A Tragedy
280 The Happy Prince, and Other Tales
36 The Soul of Man Under Socialism

374-375 The Critic as Artist. 2 vols.
373 The Truth of Masks
315 Pen, Pencil, and Poison
313 The Decay of Lying
168 Epigrams of Oscar Wilde

2 Ballad of Reading Gaol
786 Panthea, and Other Poems
787 Harlot’s House, and Other Poems
601 Recollections of Oscar Wilde
432 The Tragic Story of Wilde’s Life

ENTERTAINMENT and AMUSEMENT
1010 Handbook for Amateur Magicians
715 Auction Bridge for Beginners
847 How to Play Card Games
830 Cross-Word Puzzles for Children
831 Cross-Word Puzzle Book
893 Five Hundred Riddles
876 Curiosities of Mathematics
1023 Book of Popular Recitations
1006 A Book of Children’s Games

EVOLUTION
467 Evolution Made Plain. Mason
321 History of Evolution. Fenton
686 Records for Evolution. Fenton
694 Evidence for Evolution. Fenton
695 Embryology and Evolution. Fenton
568 Darwin and Evolution. Fenton
597 Ernst Haeckel: Evolutionist
49 Lectures on Evolution. Haeckel
191 Evolution vs. Dogma. Shipley
13 Man and His Ancestors. Fenton
42 Origin of Human Race. Schwalbe
47 Animals of Ancient Seas. Fenton

274 Animals of Ancient Lands. Fenton
826 More Animals of Ancient Lands
275 Building of the Earth. Fenton
415 The Age of Mammals. Fenton
555 Structure of the Earth. Fenton
202 Survival of the Fittest
327 The Ice Age. Charles J. Finger
481 The Stone Age. Clement Wood
928 Religion of a Darwinist. Keith
71 Poems of Evolution (Anthology)

EXPLANATIONS OF LIFE
165 Discovery of the Future. Wells
48 Truth, and Other Essays. Bacon

649 A Defense of Cosmetics. Beerbohm
534 Studies in Mystic Materialism
60 Compensation and Friendship

542 Power and Behavior. Emerson
543 Experience and Politics. Emerson
544 The Poet and Nature. Emerson
545 Character and Manners. Emerson
646 Love, Heroism and Prudence
647 Spiritual Laws and .Circles. Emerson
548 History and Intellect. Emerson
550 Art and Self-Reliance. Emerson

549 Nominalist and Realist, Gifts, and
the Over-Soul. Emerson

551 Beauty and Worship. Emerson
552 Fate and Illusions. Emerson
553 Wealth and Culture. Emerson

FANTASY
31 Pelleas and Melisande. Maeterlinck
161 The Country of the Blind . Wells
237 Poems in Prose. Charles Baudelaire
406 The Pierrot of the Minute. Dowson
595 The Happy Hypocrite. Beerbohm
766 Gallant Cassian (A Puppet Play)
1019 Bluebeard and His Eight Wives

FRENCH FICTION
314 Stories of French Life
319 Comtesse de Saint-Geran. Dumas
1048 Gargantua; Mighty Monster. Rab-

570 Legend of St. Julian. Flaubert
617 Hamilcar of Carthage. Flaubert
198 Majesty of Justice. Anatole Franceguman Tragedy. Anatole France
828 Wisdom of Ages. etc. France

£Pe ,

of Cleopatra’s Nights. Gautier
345 Clarimonde: A Supernatural Passion

°* Many Hues. Gourmont
brightly Colored Tales. Gourmont

21 Carmen. Prosper Merimee
196 The Marquise. George Sand
953 Jean Gourdon’s Great Love. Zola
954 A Bath, and Other Stories. Zola
2
c k 9* est

,
for a Blonde Mistress

85 o
e Attack on the Mill. Emile Zola

952 Souvenirs of a Varied Life

Honore de Balzac
15 Atheist’s Mass, and An Accursed

House
Xtee*

0
f

Terror, and Other Stories

111 ££5? in Flanders, and Other Stories

1042 The ton
PaS8l0D 1D thC DeSert

1043 A Study of Woman, and Comedies
of the Counter

1044 Another Study of Woman
1045 Story

:
of a Mad Sweetheart

1046 A Coquette vs. a Wife
1947 The Mysterious Exiles
1067 The Splendors and Miseries of a

Courtesan

Guy de Maupassant

io§ t°ne ’ and Other Stories
199 Tallow Ball

Isa pJEo *k ai
nd °thF Stories

it? SiefexTof String, and Other Stories
§?' Tne Necklace, and Other Stories915 Mad, and Other Stories
916 Night in Whitechapel, etc.
§17 ?4r

0om No. 11’ and Other Stories

qiq
h the 5lue Eyes ’ etc.

919 The Clown, and Other Stories

no? Rueer Night in Paris, etc.

099
Tellier’s Establishment, etc.922 Wife s Confession, and Other Stories

GREATPHILOSOPHIES SIMPLIFIED
11 How to Understand Nietzsche

erro
spencer: Enriand’s Mighty Intellect

573 The Gist of Herbert Spencer
64 Eucken: His Life and Philosophy
94 ££al and Death of Socrates

124 Theory of Reincarnation Explained
159 A Guide to Plato. Will Durant
210 The Stoic Philosophy. Murray
322 The Buddhist Philosophy of Life
33» A Guide to Emerson’s Philosophy
347 A Guide to Stoicism. Stock
508 A Guide to Bergson. Thomas
599 Haeckel’s Monistic Philosophy
6}3 Ancient Philosophers. Randolph
6}4 Religious Philosophers. Randolph
770 ^^,PhiIo

.
so^- Randolph

772 The Philosophy of Herbert Spencer
802 Contemporary European Philoso-
0 , 0 _ Phers: Bergson, Croce, Russell
813 Contemporary American Philoso-

phers: Santayana, James, Dewey

HEALTH AND HYGIENE
93 Uow to Live 100 Years. Cornaro
167 Plutarch’s Rules of Health
648 Rejuvenation: Fountain of Youth
688 Teeth and Mouth Hygiene
761 Food and Diet. Carrington
794 “Patent Medicine” and Public Health
136 Childhood Diseases. Dr. Weaver
870 Facts About Tuberculosis. Grulee
875 Facts About Diabetes. Dr. Wilder
726 Venereal Diseases. Dr. Greer
903 Facts About Syphilis. Dr. Pusev
74 Physiology of Sex Life. Dr. Greer
14 What Girls Should Know. Sanger

653 W?at Boys Should Know. Fielding
654 What Young Men Should Know
655 What Young Women Should Know
656 What Married Men Should Know
657 What Married Women Should Know
536 What Women Past 40 Should Know
864 Confidential Chats with Husbands
689 Woman’s Sexual Life. Fielding
690 Man’s Sexual Life. Fielding
691 The Child’s Sexual Life. Fielding
692 Homosexual Life. Fielding
91 Manhood: Facts of Life. Wood

127 What Expectant Mothers Should
Know

137 Home Nursing. Sister Matilde
81 Care of the Baby. Dr. Grulee

950 The Determination of Sex. Fielding
1070 How to Fight Nervous Troubles

HISTORY
126 History of Rome. Clement Wood
596 History of Modern Mexico
898 Short History of Japan
627 History of the Jews
214 Speeches of Abraham Lincoln
125 War Speeches of Woodrow Wilson
147 Cromwell and His Times. Wood
564 Volney’s Ruins of Empires

French History
104 Battle of Waterloo, Hugo
§9? Terrorism In France. Dumas
433 Tragedy of Jean Paul Marat
141 Life °f Napoleon. Finger
515 Fall of Louis XVI . of France
606 First French Republic
757 Consulate of Napoleon Bonaparte
§78 Empire of Napoleon Bonaparte
892 French Restoration and Reaction

HUMOR AND WIT
56 A Dictionary of American Slang
20 Let s Laugh. Nasby
70 Roast Pig and Other Essays. Lamb

i «7 ^ik
,

ad°‘ w - s * Gilbert
187 Whistler’s Humor
193 Wit and Wisdom of Charles Lamb
382 Humor and Wisdom of Lincoln
669 Josh Billings’ Humorous Epigrams
670 Josh BLlings’ Comical Lexicon
738 R°or Richard’s Almanac
771 The Humor of “Bill Nye”
999 Burlesques and Epigrams
959 Masterpieces of American Humor
?£2o^ste£pieces of American Wit
1068 The Best Fun from Dickens’ Pick-
nei TT

wick Papers
961 Humorous Verse
962 Comic Poems
972 Popular Joke Book
971 ?T

00k of Humorous Anecdotes
991 Notes for My Biographer. Howe
oof li

nne
x
Sermons. E. W. Howe

?93 Reaching from the Audience. Howe
1012 Best Negro Jokes
1013 Best. Irish Jokes
1014 Best American Jokes
JGS2 The Best Jewish Jokes
1018 ?°ok of Humorous Limericks
1033 Masterpieces of Russian Humor
101 6 Book of Nonsense Poems
1015 Comic Dialect Poems
1034 Masterpieces of Spanish Humor
1035 Masterpieces of Italian Humor
1036 Masterpieces of German Humor

ICONOCLASM
33 Brann: Smasher of Shams
97 Self-Contradictions of the Bible

224 God: Known and Unknown. Butler236 61 Reasons for Doubting the Bible461 Iconoclastic Literary Essays
840 Conventional Lies of Civilization
464 Is Progress an Illusion?
611 H. L. Mencken: Anti-Christ

Nathan: Aristocrat
1072 The Truth About William Jennings

Bryan ^
ITALIAN FICTION

955 Italian Tales of Heroism
956 Italian Tales of Love and Revenge
957 Italian Tales of Realism and Passion
958 Love Tales of Italian Life

f
#°f

1 the Dfcameron. Boccaccio
673 Tales of Love and Life. Boccaccio
672 Love, etc. Boccaccio
674 Falcon, and Other Tales. Boccaccio

JUVENILE
146 Snow-Bound. Whittier. The Pied

Piper. Browning
156 Andersen’s Fairy Tales
158 Alice in Wonderland. Carroll
188 Munchausen’s Daring Adventures
391 A Dog of Flanders. Ouida
397 Irish Fairy Tales
398 Irish Folk Songs and Tales
399 Voyages of Slnbad the Sailor
400 Ali Baba; Aladdin and His Lamp
482 Five Weeks in a Balloon. Verne
485 A Voyage to the Moon. Verne
497 Legends of Greek and Roman Heroe-
538 Merry Tales of Robin Hood
559 Robinson Crusoe. Defoe
561 African Jungle Tales
716 Mother Goose Rhymes
807 African Negro Folk Tales
836 Bluebeard, Cinderella, etc.
844 Voyage to Lilli put. Swift
620 Pilgrim’s Progress. Bunyan
989 Hunting of the Snark. Carroll
1040 A Book of Bedtime Stories

LOVE AND ROMANCE
98 How to Love. Clement Wood

987 The Art of Kissing. Wood
988 The Art of Courtship. Wood
1089 The Common Sense of Sex
29 Dreams: Short Stories. Schreiner
84 Love Letters of a Portuguese Nun
87 Love: An Essay. Montaigne
89 Love Letters of Genius
123 Mme. Du Barry: A King’s Mistress
175 A Hindu Book of Love
203 The Love Rights of Women. Ellis
285 Euphorian in Texas: An Amour
294 Sonnets from the Portuguese
296 Lyric Love. Robert Browning
355 Aucassin and Nicolete: Lovers
665 Love Letters of Bernhardt to Sardou
676 Bernhardt’s Love Letters to Berton
675 Bernhardt’s Philosophy of Love g
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Little Blue Books in This List
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November 30, 1926 — You
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PRICE TO INTRODUCE THESE BOOKS TO 1,000,000 NEW READERS
747 Duse’s Love Affair with D’Annunzio
712 Shelley and the Women He Loved
713 Byron and the Women He Loved
975 Cleopatra and Her Loves
976 Casanova and the Women He Loved
977 Pope Alexander VI and His Loves
780 The Blessed Damozel. Rossetti
781 The House of Life. Rossetti
791 Poems and Ballads. Swinburne
792 The Triumph of Time. Swinburne
871 Love Letters of Abelard and Heloise
909 Amorous Tales of the Monks
929 Maxims of Love. Stendhal
963 A Book of French Love-Artists
846 Love Sonnets of an Artist. Ficke
990 Wagner’s Great Love Affair
707 Epigrams: Love, Life, and Laughter
473 Course of True Love in Ancient

Greece, (Based on Euripides)
474 Heart Histories of Hellenic Heroines.

(Based on Sophocles)
475 Love Life of the Ancient Lady.

(Based on Aeschylus)
1085 The Love-Life of George Sand.

Ralph Oppenheim

MASTERPIECES OF LITERATURE
1 Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam
9 Great English Poems

420 Short Stories from the Spanish
733 Brazilian Short Stories
774 Famous German Poems
775 Modern German Poetry
803 Costa Rican Tales
810 Mexican Poetry: An Anthology
832 Life and Poems of Catullus
841 Italian Lyric Poetry
896 Augustan Poets of Rome
164 Sonnets of Michelangelo
881 Areopagitica. John Milton
68 Shakespeare’s Sonnets (Complete)

256 Venus and Adonis. William Shake-
speare

MUSIC
859 Enjoyment of Music. Goldberg
984 Harmony Self Taught. Goldberg
403 A History of Music. Sheehan
410 Substance of Die Walkuere
440 Substance of Cavalleria Rusticana
441 The Buffoon (I Pagliacci)
455 Substance of Richard Strauss’ Salome
456 Substance of Carmen
457 Substance of Lohengrin
458 Substance of Tannhauser
459 Substance of Das Rheingold
494 Substance of Siegfried
495 Substance of Rigoletto
569 Substance of Gotterdammerung
507 Richard Wagner: An Introduction
1005 How to Enjoy the Orchestra. Isaac

Goldberg

OPTIMISTIC PHILOSOPHY
76 The Prince of Peace. Bryan

101 Meditations on Man. Blaise Pascal
111-112 Words of Jesus. Vedder. 2 vols.
212 Precepts of Life and Character
278 Friendship. Thoreau
414 Art of Happiness. Powys
593 As a Man Thinketh. James Allen
636 Greatest Thing in the World
637 Common Sense Sermons. Drummond
737 Thoughts on the Meaning of Life
848 Poems About Jesus
532 Essays About Jesus
533 Essays About the Friends of Jesus

PESSIMISTIC PHILOSOPHY
140 Reflections on Life and Destiny
472 Strange Notes of Samuel Butler
574 The Christian System. Schopenhauer
581 Lucretius on Life and Death
763 Burton’s Anatomy of Melancholy
838 Dialogues of the Dead- de Fontenelle

PERSONALITIES
5 Samuel Johnson: Blustering Philoso-

pher. Lord Macaulay
10 Shelley: Idealistic Dreamer
22 Tolstoy: Russian Novelist. Garnett
51 Martyrdom of Bruno. Turnbull
69 Mary, Queen of Scots. Dumas
718 Great Women of Antiquity. Wood
128 Julius Caesar’s Amazing Career
287 Whistler: Famed Brush and Tongue
305 Merciless Machiavelli. Macaulay
312 Laurence Sterne: “English Rabelais”
323 Joan of Arc: Martyr Maid of Franco
324 Life of Abraham Lincoln
339 Thoreau: Who Escaped the Herd
340 Life of Jesus. Renan
394 Boswell’s Life of Johnson
423 The Uses of Great Men, and Plato,

the Philosopher. Emerson
424 Swedenborg, the Mystic. Emerson
425 Montaigne, the Skeptic; Shakespeare,

the Poet. Emerson
426 Napoleon, the Man of the World;

Goethe, the Writer. Emerson
429 Jonathan Swift: Dean of Satirists
506 Voltaire: French Skeptic. Brandes
518 Charles Dickens. British Novelist
521 John Brown: American Martyr
522 Thomas Paine: American Liberal
523 B. Franklin: Printer and Statesman
525 Genius of Goethe. Brandes
526 Caesar: Soldier-Statesman. Brandes
530 Camoens: Portuguese Soldier-Poet
566 Ernst Haeckel: Youth. Fenton
567 Darwin as a Naturalist. Fenton
598 Haeckel: Philosopher-Naturalist
604 Theo. Roosevelt and the Big Stick
610 Martin Luther and Protestantism
612 Disraeli: England’s Novelist-Premier
622 Xenophon’s Memorabilia of Socrates
666-667 Sarah Bernhardt’s Conquest of

Life and Stage (2 vols.)
678 E. Haldeman-Julius: Woolworth of

Literature. Gunn
680 Pasteur: Chemist of Human Ills
704 Diderot: French Savant
705 Charles Lamb and His Friends

714

Emerson: America’s Philosopher
752 Walter Scott: Historic Romanticist
765 Francis of Assisi and His Order
769 Life of Thomas Jefferson
809 E. Haldeman-Julius: An Intimate
„ , _ Portrait by His Wife
814 Carl Sandburg: Chicago Poet
839 Anatole France: Laughing Cynic
854 Loyola: Spanish Soldier-Priest
448 Three Eminent Frenchmen: Mon-
... taigne, Pascal, Voltaire. Powys
449 Three Gallant Frenchmen. Rousseau,

Balzac, Hugo. Powys
450 Guy de Maupassant, Anatole France,

and William Blake. Powys
451 Remy de Gourmont and Lord Byron
452 Two British Story-Tellers: Emily

Bronte and Henry James. Powys
453 Joseph Conrad, Destiny-Driven;

Oscar Wilde, Scoffer at Life
434 Georg Brandes: Danish Genius
702 A Book of Intellectual Rowdies
235 Five Significant Figures. Chesterton
528 William Shakespeare: World’s Great-

est Genius. Georg Brandes
436 Henrik Ibsen: Great Playwright.

Moritzen

PSYCHOLOGY—PSYCHO-ANALYSIS
491 Psychology for Beginners
217 Psycho-Analysis: Personality Puzzle
1052 The Nature of Our Instincts and

Emotions

782

Psycho-Analysis: Mind and Body
784 Tests Used in Psycho-Analysis
800 Sex in Psycho-Analysis. Wood
417 The Nature of Dreams
804 Freud on Sleep and Sexual Dreams
904 Sex Symbolism. Fielding
524 Death and Its Problems
693 Experiments in Animal Psychology
720 Intelligence of Invertebrate Animals
721 Intelligence of Vertebrate Animals
92 Hypnotism Made Plain

727 Psychology of the Affections
651 How to Psycho-Analyze Yourself
985 A Psycho-Analysis of America
978 Vital Psychology of Jung
861 Behaviorism: Newest Psychology
996 Dual and Multiple Personality
1063 The Psychology of Laughter
1069 The Conquest of Fear
1071 A Psycho-Analysis of Jesus

RATIONALISM
88 Vindication of Thomas Paine
174 Ten Dialogues on Religion and Phil-

osophy
185 The Gods. Ingersoll
200 The Ignorant Philosopher. Voltaire

460

Miscellaneous Rationalistic Essays
935 Necessity of Atheism. Shelley
936 Logical Essay on Christianity
937 Refutation of Deism. Shelley

Joseph McCabe
122 Debate on Spiritualism . Vs. Conan

Doyle
1007 The Revolt Against Religion
1008 The Origin of Religion
1030 The World’s Great Religions
1059 The Myth of Immortality
1060 The Futility of Belief in God
1066 The Forgery of the Old Testament
1078 Life and Morals in Greece and Rome

RUSSIAN FICTION
948 Famous Russian Stories
24 The Kiss, etc. Chekhov

239 26 Men and a Girl. Gorki
385 Chelkash. Maxim Gorki
389 My Fellow-Traveler. Gorki
45 Short Stories of Russian life
949 The Cloak. Nikolay V. Gogol
947 Queen of Spades; The Postmaster.

Pushkin
951 An Amateur Peasant Girl. Pushkin

SELF-EDUCATION
868 General Hints on Self Improvement

7 Liberal Education. Huxley
897 Enjoyment of Reading. Goldberg
75 On the Choice of Books. Carlyle
86 On Reading. Georg Brandes

435 Outline of 100 Best Books
463 Art of Reading. E. Haldeman-Julius
367 Essay on Conversation. DeQuincey
364 Art of Controversy. Schopenhauer
10Q3 Pow to Think Logically. Markun
1097 Memory: What It Is and How to

Use It
109-110 Facts You Should Know About

the Classics. 2 vols.
703 Physiology Self Taught
725 Zoology Self Taught
710 Botany for Beginners. Wood
895 Astronomy for Beginners
679 Chemistry for Beginners
994 Physics Self Taught
856-857 Arithmetic Self Taught. 2 vols
1009 Typewriting Self Taught
995 How to Play the Piano. Shipley
465 Esperanto for Beginners
999 Latin Self Taught
862 German Self Taught

Practical Handbooks
499 Dictionary of Classical Mythology
905 Dictionary of Biblical Allusions
466 History of Sculpture. Sheehan
556 Hints on Etiquette. Floyd
629 Handbook of Legal Forms
687 U. S. Constitution
749 Camping, Woodcraft and Wildcraft
750 Helpful Hints for Hikers
815 Book of Familiar Quotations
§16 Popular Shakespearian Quotations
835 Handbook of Useful Tables
872 Manual of Parliamentary Law
853 How to Know the Song Birds
877 French Cooking for Amateurs
997 Simple Recipes for Home Cooking
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THE LITTLE BLUE BOOKS
This series of Little Blue Books is

world-famous. These hundreds of dif-
ferent titles offer a variety that cannot
be duplicated elsewhere—for the amazing
price of 4c per book. These books are
pocket-size, bound in stiff paper covers,
carefully edited for accuracy and au-
thenticity. They average 15,000 words
in length . Every book is clearly printed
for easy reading. Understand that the
majority of these books are exclusive,
haying been written especially for this
series. These books are not condensa-
tions or abbreviations—every book,
complete in itself. Use the order blank
below TODAY. You have only until
midnight of Nov. 30th to get these
books at 4c.
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998 How to Make Money in Wall Street
1031 How to Own Your Home
1004 How to Save Money. Frederick
685 Hints on Interior Decoration
1032 Home Vegetable Gardening. R. A.

Power
484 Hints on Raising Farm Crops
486 Hints on Soils and Fertilizers
805 Beekeeping for Profit
1073 How to Paint and Finish Woodwork

English Language
25 Rhyming Dictionary

514 Hints on Writing Poetry
78 Hints on Public Speaking
82 Common Faults In Writing English

681 Spelling Self Taught
^

682 Grammar Self Taught
683 Punctuation Self Taught
822 Rhetoric Self Taught
823 English Composition Self Taught
821 ITow to Improve Your Vocabulary
855 How to Write Letters
894 Hints on How to Advertise. Cheyney
986 How to Talk and Debate. Wood
639 4,000 Most Essential English Words
734 Book of Useful Phrases
192 A Book of Synonyms
326 Hints on Writing Short Stories
496 Hints on Writing One-Act Plays
342 Hints on News Reporting
437 Hints on Scenario Writing
764 Hints on Writing Book Reviews
708 Science of Language
696 How to Pronounce Proper Names
697 4000 Words Often Mispronounced
902 Dictionary of Foreign Phrases
1002 Dictionary of Sea Terms

SKEPTICISM
3 Little Essays. Voltaire

26 On Going to Church. Shaw
62 Religion. Schopenhauer
160 Wit and Wisdom of Voltaire
571 Kant’s Critical Philosophy
706 Should the Bible Be In the Schools?
535 Critical Estimate of the 4th Gospel
52 Oration on Voltaire. Hugo
1020 Why I Am a Infidel. Burbank
SOCIETY AND THE INDIVIDUAL

,§3 Origin and Development of Marriage
172 Evolution of Sex. Wood
221 Women, and Other Esstvys
177 Subjection of Women. Mill
717 Modern Sexual Morality. Wood
176 Four Essays on Sex. Ellis
213 Havelock Ellis and a Sane Sex life
811 Genetics for Beginners
189 Eugenics Made Plain
812 Introduction to Heredity
286 Prostitution in the Ancient World

273 The?Social Contract Rousseau
709 Sociology for Beginners. Wood
711 Sociology of Lester Ward
748 History of Social Ideals. Mahan
768 The Philosophy of German Idealists
820 Max Stirner and the Individual
135 Socialism for Millionaires. Shaw
157 The Republic: An Ideal State. Plato
163 Sex Life in Greece and Rome
225 Certain Condescension in Foreigners
320 The Prince: Political Intrigue Before

Mussolini
209 Aspects of Birth Control
372 Problems of Overpopulation. Gambs
405 Outline of Economics. Gambs
575 Essays in Ethics. Schopenhauer
638 Crime of Poverty. George
650 K K K: Kreed of the Klansman
661 Neurotic America and Sex Impulse
797 20 Years Among African Negroes
A-1000 Rep. and Dem. Platforms (1924)

THE SUPERNATURAL ANDHORROR
40 House and the Brain
107 The Dream Woman; Yellow Tiger
145 Great Ghost Stories
215 Miraculous Revenge. Shaw
925 Empire of the Ants, etc. H. G. Wells
969 Tales Strange and Supernatural
970 Out of the Earth, etc. Machen

938

French Tales of Passion and Cruelty
824 Torquemada: Torturer of Spanish In-
„ quisition
739 Tales of Terror and Wonder
577 The Lifted Veil. George Eliot
95 Confessions of an Opium-Eater.

Thomas DeQuincey

WISDOM OF THE AGES
59 Epigrams of Wit and Wickedness

154 Epigrams of Henrik Ibsen
65 Golden Sayings. Marcus Aurelius

_ 77 What Men Have Said About Women
304 What Women Have Said About Men
96 Dialogues of Plato
106 Brilliant Thoughts. George Sand
155 Military Maxims. Napoleon
179 Gems from Emerson
180 Worldly Epigrams. Shaw
181 Rugged Epigrams. Thoreau
197 Whimsicalities, Witticisms, Sevigne
216 Wit of Heine. George Eliot
228 Brief Bits of Insight. Huxley
402 Pungent Precepts. Moore
310 Wisdom of Thackeray
381 Wit and Wisdom of Dickens
444 Pert Paragraphs on Life. Gourmont
576 Encheiridion or Manual. Epictetus
621 Wit and Wisdom of Disraeli
643 Terse Truths About Life. Bacon
671 Moral Discourses of Epictetus
736 Morals of Human Conduct. Seneca
751 Wit and Wisdom of Walter Scott
890 Epigrams of Nietzsche
891 Lucretius: “The Nature of Things”

Proverbs of Many Lands
113 Proverbs of England
114 Proverbs of France
115 Proverbs of Japan
116 Proverbs of China
117 Proverbs of Italy
118 Proverbs of Russia
119 Proverbs of Ireland
120 Proverbs of Spain
121 Proverbs of Arabia
348 Proverbs of Scotland
380 Yugoslav Proverbs
388 Proverbs of Hindustan
401 Proverbs of India
479 Proverbs of Germany
478 Sanskrit Proverbs
505 Proverbs of Jungle Negroes
825 Proverbs of Turkey
979 Proverbs of Modern Greece

WONDERS OF SCIENCE
1000 Wonders of Radium. Shipley
1050 X-Ray, Violet Ray, and Other Bays
493 Novel Discoveries of Science
409 Great Men of Science. Carrington
408 Theory of Relativity Explained

238 Reflections on Modern Science
J33 The Principles of Electricity
778 The Environment of Life
419 Origin and Nature of Life
779 The Fitness of Life. Fenton
806 The Nature of Science
776 The Foundations of Science
722 Electricity and Life
510 Electric Energy: What It Does
557 Is the Moon a Dead World?
603 ABC of Electron Theory of Matter
607 Solving the Mystery of the Comets
608 Evolution of the Atomic Theory
609 Are the Planets Inhabited?
808 Man’s Debt to the Sun
§37 Greek Physics and Modern Science
728 Life Among the Bees
796 Life Among the Butterflies
818 Life Among the Dragonflies
833 Life Among the Ants
885 Life Among the Spiders
860 Our Insect Enemies
227 An Introduction to Zoology
§27 Life Among the Apes and Monkeys
873 Dwellers of the Ponds
874 The Lower Invertebrate Animals
THE WORLD’S BEST POETRY

281 Lays of Ancient Rome. Macaulay
282 Ancient Mariner. Coleridge
283 Courtship of Miles Standish
79 Enoch Arden. Tennyson

799 Deserted Village. Goldsmith
297 Ballads and Story-Poems
306 Shropshire Lad. Housman
317 L’Allegro, and Others. Milton
284 Poems of Robert Burns
346 Rollicking Old English Ballad
365 Lyric Odes of Love. Horace
366 Odes of Roman Life. Horace
488 Great Yiddish Poetry
501 Poems of Carew, Suckling, Lovelace
616 Lady of the Lake. Scott
618 Nature Poems of Wordsworth
701 Unconventional Poems of Herrick
724 Short Poems of Friedrich Holderlin
744 Best Poems of Shelley
785 Ballads of Sir Walter Scott
788 Perkin Warbeck. Lord Douglas
789 City of the Soul. Lord Douglas
790 Roguish Poems of Villon
793 Ballad of a Nun, and Others

HOW TO ORDER
Purchasers must pay packing and

carriage charges. Figure your order as
follows: Pay 4c per book (minimum
order 25 books), and add one cent for
each book ordered, to pay all packing
and carriage charges. This means a net
payment of 5c per book, which brings
your order prepaid to you. If you order
25 books remit $1 for the books and
25c additional for carriage charges, etc.
If you order 100 books, remit $5, and
so on. There is absolutely no other ex-
pense of any kind. All orders must be
accompanied by a full remittance at the
rate of 4c per book and lc additional per
book for charges. No orders will be sent
C. O. D. during this sale.
Do not, under any circumstances, fail

to add a penny for each book you order,
in addition to the special 4c per book
to be paid during this sale. Never was
there a sale like this one: it will be im-
possible to maintain this price so much
as a single day after Nov. 30th. Put in
your winter’s supply of reading NOW,
for this offer will be withdrawn prompt-
ly at midnight of Nov. 30, 1926.

Send money order, check or cash with
all orders .

Canadian and foreign customers must
remit at the rate of 6c per book, pre-
paid.

Use This Order Blank Before Midnight November 30, 1926
HALDEMAN-JULIUS CO., Dept. A-66, Girard, Kansas
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Wedlock by JACOB WASSERMANNt™ Trans, by Ludwig Lewisohn $2.50

Ninth Avenue by maxwell bodenheim 2.00

The Hard-Boiled Virgin by FRANCES NEWMAN Thb Short Story’s Mutations $2.50

T-fc i i nni Til 1 2 vols. boxed $5.00

1 he Ked and 1 he .Black by STENDHAL, Trans, by C. K. Scott Moncrieff

rTTA'g ^TA*! • | | a 2 vols. boxed $5.00

1 he 1 hlbauits by ROGER MARTIN DU GARD, Trans, by Madeleine Boyd

Crewe Train by rose macaulay Told by an Idiot, Potterism, etc. 2nd Edition $2.00

Tropic Death Stories of I.ife in the I merican Tropics, by HRIC \YA I.RONI) 2.50

Sweepings (The Story of the Pardways), by LESTER COHEN 3rd Edition 2.50

These are among the season’s novels which are of interest to TL
3

^L readers with a cultivated and independent literary taste. J

THE
CO&DIN DAT
by Lewis Mumford

Here is a veritable “por-
trait of the American
mind,” revealed through
the story of its great in-

tellectual movements. Van
Wyck Brooks writes

:

uThe Golden Day** seems
to me the culmination of
the whole critical move-
ment in this country dur-

ing the last ten years

—

the most brilliant book
the movement has pro-

duced thus far and the

one that best sums up its

leading ideas.”

Large 12 mo. 22.50

TIME
EXPOSURES
by Search-Light

Extraordinary,

keen portraits

of the great of

our time—
among them
Charles Chap-
lin, Otto Kahn,
Theodore Drei-

ser, Max Steuer, Katharine
Cornell, Thomas Beer,

Ignace Paderewski, ac-

companied by caricatures

by noted artists.

Square Octavo $2.50

AVOWALS
by George Moore

This is the first edition

for general circulation of

what is regarded by a

number of critics as the

most delightful of
Moore’s books.

Large 12 mo. $2.50

JOURNEY,
LETTERS TO ELIZA,

AND OTHER PIECES
by LAURENCE STERNE

Introduction by WILBUR L. CROSS

The finest library edition of these classics

. available. Published uniform with this vol-

ume are our series of classics—THE TRAV-
ELS OF MARCO POLO (3rd edition), THE
LIFE AND OPINIONS OF TRISTRAM
SHANDY, Gent. (3rd Edition), THE COM-

,
PLETE POEMS OF VILLON (not in iden-

tical format) and THE PHYSIOLOGY OF
1 TASTE. Each Volume $3.50

BONI & LIVERIGHT, N. Y.

COOD
Books

CIVILISATION
OR

CIVILISATIONS

TRAVELS IN
ARABIA
DESERTA

by C. M. Doughty

The one volume edition

of this masterpiece print-

ed from the plates of the

2 vol. edition. Identical

in format with the orig-

inal Cambridge edition at

less than one-seventh the

original price. Contains

the famous Col. Thomas
E. Lawrence introduction.

1 vol. 1300 pages. Boxed

$10.00

LOTUS AND
CHRYSAN-
THEMUM

An Anthology of Chinese

and Japanese Verse
Edited by Jos. L. French

The most comprehensive

anthology ever published

A collection of the finest

poems in the finest Eng-
lish translation. First
edition, specially bound,

limited to 1,000 copies.

$7.50

by E. H. Goddard &
P. A. Gibbons

Introduction by
F. C. S. Schiller

Is our civilisation dying
out? Far from reassur-

ing us the best minds of
our age are returning

troubled answers. The
whole question, and in

particular, the doctrines

of Spengler, are clarified

in this brilliant, readable

book, the first to make
a clear, lucid exposition

of the Spenglerian sys-

tem which is agitating

the whole intellectual

world. $2.00

vrw T
'I • a

Octavo Illustrated $4.00

oeorge Washmgton The Image And the Man, by W. E. WOODWARD

Napoleon The Man of Destiny, by EMIL LUDWIG . Trans. by Eden and Cedar Paul

Tar—A Midwest Childhood by sherwood anderson 3.oo

More Miles by harry kemp Author of Tramping on Life. 8 vo. $3.00

|[ These are among the year’s biographies that offer genuine revelations

of the humanity of their subjects, and are definite contributions to litera-

ture with a chance of surviving beyond their year of publication.
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THE NINTH YEAR

T his is the ninth year of the So-

viet Republic. League of Na-

tions Socialists, brass-check liberals,

fainthearts, trimmers, lapdogs, shop-

keepers, all were terribly sure it

would not last for a week. Seventeen

capitalist nations were sure, and sent

their armies to invade the workers
>

republic. The New York Times
,
the

New York World
,
and other great

organs of truth, justice, free speech,

etc. slandered and lied and invented

sordid libels about the Socialist fath-

erland. The tide of opposition rose

high and dirty as never in the world’s

history.

But the Red Flag still waves over

the Kremlin, and the hammers and

sickles still build the Co-Operative

Commonwealth every prosy day of

the week.

And in millions of proletarian

hearts in every corner of the world

the Workers’ Republic is still en-

shrined as fresh, as new and beauti-

ful as first love.

There is much to say about Soviet

Russia. It is a new world to explore.

Americans know almost ^nothing

about it. But the story filters through,

and it rouses heroism.

As long as the Red Flag waves over

the Kremlin, there is hope in the

world.

There is something in the air of

Soviet Russia that throbbed in the air

of Pericles’ Athens; the England of

Shakespeare; the France of Danton;

the America of Walt Whitman.

Yes, there are heartburnings, de-

fects, defeats. It is not a dream of

John Ball or a honeymoon. It is not

Utopia. It is a realistic battle with

ignorance, greed, imperialism, and

conservatism. This is not mysticism

but life. This is the first man learn-

ing in agony and joy how to think.

Where else is there hope in the

world?

Hail, great artist-nation, great sci-

entist-nation, great worker-nation!

There can be no more defeat; your

nine years of creation are themselves

the greatest victory in world history.

Hail! red youthful giant, as you go

marching and singing out of the

tragic present into the glorious fu-

ture! Our deepest hopes are centered

in you, our right arms are yours to

command, our life is your life. You
have killed the dogma of capitalism

as surely as the French revolution

killed monarchism. Hail

!

Af. G.

THE NEW SIZE
This is the new size of the New

Masses, and now our brave readers

can hide their copies in the subway

from reactionary eyes. You will note

that we have used no color in this

issue. This is also done to protect our

subway readers.

What do you think of the change?
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IN THIS ISSUE

The Writers

Charles Ashleigh is a poet and

I. W. W., who spent five years in

Leavenworth prison for opposing the

war. He was deported to England,

where he is now news editor of

the Sunday Worker, London.

Arnold Roller is a writer who has

spent many years in Latin America.

Charles W. Wood began his writ-

ing career as a Methodist evangelist

and locomotive fireman. John Day
will publish his second book next

spring.

Raymond Fuller is a teacher and
writer of New York.

Eugene Lyons is a New York cor-

respondent for TASS, the world
news agency of Soviet Russia.

Howard Brubaker was one of the

famous wits of the old Masses, and
is still going strong.

Tom Barker is in charge of the

New York office of Kuzbas, the great

Siberian industrial enterprise that was
begun by Bill Haywood and other
I. W. W. workers.

John Haussman is a young English
wanderer who is now doing news-
paper work in Kansas City.

Kenneth Fearing is one of the
best of the younger school of hard-
boiled American poets.

Martin Conroy is a working miner
who occasionally writes for the labor
press. He has been active in the
United Mine Workers of America
for fifteen years.

S. S. Adamson is the pseudonym of
a teacher in a Chicago high school.

He uses this disguise to keep his job,
he says, there being mighty little free
speech for American teachers.

The Artists

Jan Matulka is a Bohemian artist

who has worked in America for many
years. His paintings have been ex-

hibited at the Neumann Galleries.

.

Aladjalov is a young Russian ar-

tist, who has contributed to several

American magazines. Accent the ‘ja.’

Jean Chariot is a French artist

who is living and working in Mexico.

Reginald Marsh has just returned
to America after a year abroad—play-
ing and painting.

Adolph Dehn made a special trip

from London to South Wales to

sketch the striking miners for the

New Masses.
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FASTER, AMERICA, FASTER!
A MOVIE IN TEN REELS—By MICHAEL GOLD

MORNING ON THE
RANCH

The private train never stopped.

It was like war. It smashed the

peace of the dark American fields.

Frogs leaped into the marsh-pools as

the monster passed. Birds waked and
screamed. Trees bent before the

storm. The blow struck the still

farmhouses, and they trembled in

every rafter. Fever. No more quiet.

The moon reeled. The Virgin night

was raped from dreams. Speed! The
private train never stopped. There
were two luxury cars and a locomo-

tive.

A MYSTERIOUS
STRANGER
WANDERS IN

The private train never stopped.

Its whistle and bell banged and
boasted: The world is mine! They
clanged: Get out of the way! The
Big Boss is coming! The private train

spat golden sparks into the humble
face of Night. It was destined for

Hollywood. Erwin Schmidt, the

German-American movie millionaire

had chartered it for his youngest star

and some friends. The boilers bel-

lowed. The rails shrieked like dying
women. Loafers at small country

towns were grazed by a thunderbolt

of flying steel and steam. They saw

a shower of golden windows. Cities

and towns roared by. Mountains

raced up and down, see-sawed. The
private train never stopped. It had
the right of way from Atlantic to

Pacific. It owned the American hori-

zon. (America is a private train

crashing over the slippery rails of

History. Faster, faster, America!)

The private train never stopped.

THE RANCHER’S
DAUGHTER LOVED
GUM DROPS

In a huge, wonderful arm-chair

Mr. Schmidt leaned back and smiled.

He was forty-five years old, and bald,

pink, shining and perfect. He was
very tolerant. He was sure. He
pressed a button and the world en-

tered with a tray, and brought him
what he wished. He was a sophis-

ticated Menckenite and connoisseur.

My dear, he said in a fatherly

voice, to the raw little flapper op-

posite him, let me ask George to fill

your glass again.

Oh, thank you, Mr. Schmidt, she

stammered nervously, licking her dry

lips and smiling.

My dear child, he cooed, you

mustn’t call me Mr. Schmidt! Mr.
Schmidt indeed! So formal, aren’t

you? All my little girls call me Pops.

Just Pops.

Yes, Pops.

That’s better, Angel-Face.

George, the tall Negro in white,

entered with low, dramatic, oriental

bowings and ceremony. He poured,

with perfect art, wine into two thin

glasses. He dimmed the lights in

the Czarist stateroom being whirled

8o miles an hour through the ancient,

humble night.

My, my, Dot, now you’re a real

star. Yes, at seventeen your name
will be blazing in electric lights on
the theatres of every city in the

world. Isn’t that wonderful? Yes-

terday a mere stenographer, tomor-

row a world figure, like Gloria Swan-
son or Valentino, no less. Don’t it

thrill you, my little Cinderella?

Oh, it certainly does, Mr.—Pops.

She had baby blue eyes, soft as a

mongrel’s. Blond, wavy bob. Pink and
white enamel face, beautiful as a flat

magazine cover done by a Hearst art-

ist. Just out of high school, and be-

wildered. Her little heart was beat-

ing. Her little brain was puzzled.

What did Pops want?

KISS ME, MY FOOL!

In the next car, a long room decor-

ated in gilt like the Czar’s palace,

a male press agent, three female
movie actresses, a female scenario

writer, two male movie executives,

and a male British novelist were
drinking and dancing to the radio.

None of them needed monkey glands.

Gladys La Svelte tossed off a

bumper of champagne, bit the neck
of the stately British author, and
wanted to pull the engine cord.

Henry, a short Negro in white, ut-

tered, with oriental bowings and
humility: Please, ma’am, that cord is

for emergencies only.

Let’s pull it anyway. I want the

train to go faster. I want speed

—

speed—speed.

Please, ma’am

—

Speed. Faster, faster! Tell the en-

gineer, faster, faster!

Yes, ma’am.

She didn’t pull it. The radio

brought the history of science to a

grand climax. It transmitted Yes Sir
y

She'4 My Baby from Chicago. The
jazz band at the Hotel Karnac was

ya-hooing like mad.

It positively gets into one’s blood,

said the British novelist naively.

What a country, what a country!

Faster, faster, he chortled.

He thought of his marvellous Hol-
lywood contract, and bit the neck of

Gladys La Svelte to show his joy.

He unbent. This was a riotous sur-

prise to everyone, and they whacked

him with colored toy balloons.

MEANWHILE OVER THE
SLUMBERING CITY

THE DAWN’S ROSES
FELL SOFTLY LIKE

PEARLS

The fireman was shovelling coal

into the fiery furnace. He was a

haggard, young American rough-neck.

He had been in three wrecks,

and in one of them a piece of iron

entered his skull.

She’s going good now, ain’t she?

he yelled belligerently, his hard face

set, as he wiped his smutty brow with

a hunk of cotton waste.

Too good, said the old engineer

with a sour sneer. He was disillu-

sioned with speed; had driven express

trains for forty years. But Mr.
Schmidt had promised him fifty dol-

lars at the end of his run.

Whaddye mean, too good? Ain’t

I givin yuh all the steam yuh need?

yelled the fireman.

The engineer couldn’t hear and
didn’t answer. He was worrying. The
fireman repeated the question bellig-

erently. His nerves were on edge.

His girl had thrown him down and

had married a salesman. The fireman

had been on an awful bootleg jag for

three days. He was a hard, bitter

drinker since that last wreck, when
he was knocked on the head. But the

engineer was worrying.

I must watch out. There’s always

a jam near Des Moines. Jim Moore
got wrecked there only last month,
with a clear track, too. And these

specials ball up the schedule. I must
watch out. Jim was wrecked. He
took the hill, whistling, and there

was Number 4 staring him right in

the face. I must watch out.

Faster, faster, yelled the fireman.

You got all the steam she can stand,

ain’t yuh? He was mad with rage

for some reason, and slammed the

coal like a furious devil into the

firebox. Faster, faster, you old bas-

tard.

The engineer was startled. Was it

me you called that? he shouted, star-

ing down with stern eyes.

Yeh, you, the fireman roared, shak-

ing his shovel at the engineer. You,
you, you. His hair streamed in the

gale, and the black and yellow glare

of the furnace illuminated him with
the fires of hell.

I LOVE YOU! MAY I

MISS SMITH? I KNOW
I’M JUST A POOR
COWBOY, BUT—

In the narrow pantry, George and
Henry, the Negroes in white, drooped
wearily like heartsick mothers at a

bedside.

Ain’t they awful?

Yop, plumb coo-coo.

I wish I could get some sleep.

No sleep on this trip, Big Boy.

Honest, it aint worth even the big

tips. I hate to serve them.

Last time for me, I’ll tell the

world.

There’s that bell again. Hope the

old ofay busts a blood vessel or some-

thing.

Slip a white powder in his gin.

Wish I had the nerve.

Then suddenly oriental, George
purringly poured for Mr. Schmidt

the finest wine money could buy, into

the finest glasses money could buy.

Just turn those other lights out,

too, said the magnate. They hurt my
eyes.

Yes, sir. Yes, sir.

The private train never stopped.

AS IN BABYLON
OF ELD

They were Hollywooding in the

next car. They were wasting life.

They screamed, wrestled, frazzled,

mushed, rubbed, gooed and ate huge
chicken and bacon sandwiches. An
executive and an actress stole off into

a stateroom. The others petted,

laughed, screamed, gobbled. They
smeared mustard on each other. A
dress was torn. The floor was clut-

tered with napkins, salad dressing,

corks and cigarette butts. The radio

yammered. The night flew by.

Through the windows all the dark

farmhouses, trees, rivers, flashed by
like a cheap movie. The dark, old

American fields roared with a mighty
voice. There was a protest against

this new thing. But the private train

never stopped.

Haw, haw, let’s serenade Dot and
Pops.

No, let’s tell the engineer to go
faster, shrieked Gladys.

Someone stuck his head out of the

window. Fast enough for me. Fast

as a Keystone comedy.

Aw, come on, let’s serenade Dot
and Pops. He’s our host, aint he?

Gotta show our ’predation, aint we?

I

MY WONDER GIRL!

The fireman slammed open the

firebox door. He bellowed with de-

light when the tiger-blast struck his

sweaty face. His muscles bulged.

His chest gleamed. He danced like

a clumsy bull. He climbed up the

cab. The old engineer screamed. He
hit the old engineer over the skull

with his shovel. The engineer died.

The fireman danced.

Faster, faster, the fireman scream-

ed, flinging his giant arms to the gale.

Faster when I tell yuh to go faster.
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I could get any girl I wanted in

the world. But I want only you, my
bonny daisy.

Oh, Pops, you do say such pretty

things. You talk like a poet.

Little rabbit, you’re first beginning

to know me. People think Pm a cold,

dull business man, but I have an art-

ist’s soul. That is really the secret

of my success. Pll make a great artist

out of you before Pm through with

you. If it costs me a cool million.

Oh, Pops! You make me so happy.

Kiss me, Dottie.

Pm so young, she lisped coyly, I

don’t know about these things. Isn’t

it wrong, Pops?

MEANWHILE A LONE
RIDER—

Henry and George were badly

frightened. They stuck their heads

out of the pantry window. The wind
smote them like an uppercut from
Jack Dempsey’s fist.

Gawd, she’ll jump the track at this

rate, sure. I never saw a train act

this way.

I guess it’s all right, George. I

guess so. Old Gordon’s driving her,

and he knows what he’s doing. I

guess so.

It don’t feel right, I tell yuh. No.

Too fast, too fast!

Old Gordon’s running her. Guess

so. Guess so. It’s all right, George.

Guess so. Guess so.

A LITTLE CHILD
SHALL LEAD THEM

The gaudy mob poured in to sere-

nade Pops. But the stateroom door

was locked against them. They
pounded on the door with bottles and

yelled Hey! Hey! They rocked on

their feet. The private train was

shimmying like mad. It never stop-

ped. A few were sick. Gladys La

Svelte vomited on the Czarist floor.

Everyone laughed like a zoo. Britain

supported America and held her head

down.

Gladys grew histrionic. She wept

like Jesus. He’s double-crossed me,

she screamed, and broke away. She

kicked at the door crazily. I know
what’s going on in there. He’s thrown

rife over for that little Kewpie doll,

the old cradle-snatcher. But Pll

show him. Pll tell the newspapers

he’s crazy for young girls. Pll break

him. Pll sue him. He dragged me
down.

The others laughed like a zoo.

AN AMERICAN HOLIDAY
DRAWING BY ALADJALOV

They rocked and shimmied with the

train. Aw, forget it, Gladys. Come
on and sing, Gladys. Be a sport.

He’s our host, ain’t he? The British

novelist used his monocle haughtily,

and thought of his contract. Gladys

was vulgar. But there was laughter

of coyotes and peacocks. Everyone

burst into song. Hail, hail, the gang’s

all here, so what the hell do

—

Henry and George rushed in with

immense eyes and pork-pale faces.

Too fast—too fast, they stam-

mered

—

Laughter like a zoo. They lad-
dered the Negroes with toy balloons.

Then—OUT!
Life exploded like a bomb.

Then—POW!
The world shot from a cannon in

flame. Coney Island fireworks. Cru-
cifix pain.

Tidal wave, earthquake, last lonely

screams of little children eaten by a

giant. Snap and crack. Fade out.

Then quiet. A bird sang in the sud-

den sweet gloom. There was a smell

of roasted flesh.

CAME THE DAWN

The great monster lay on its side,

tons of steel writhing like a snake.

Huge steam-clouds hissed from the

dragon’s wounds. The old country-

side was cool, dark and still. Yes, a

bird sang.

Mr. Schmidt’s pampered guts lay

neglected in the ballast. The last

white stars shone in the sky. Gladys
was grinning with some bloody joke.

She was red and nude. The British

novelist was undignified; he had no
arms. Negro George was long, flat

and patient. The night was very

dark and sweet. Little Dot hugged
the grass by the track. The fireman’s

wild head had rolled away. There
was the smell of flesh. A bird sang.

The press agent’s belly was like an

open mouth.

Faster, faster.

A pale farmer came running from
the dark. He had a sickle in his

hand. A pale worker in overalls

came up, with a hammer. They sober-

ly began the rescue work. Dawn
grew. The red morning star ap-

peared.

* * *

America is a private train rushing

to Hollywood.
He He He

Faster, faster, America!
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THE CHURCH, THE STATE AND THE INDIAN
By ARNOLD ROLLER

T he conflict between the govern-

ment and the priests in Mexico

demonstrated once more the miracu-

lous power of the Roman Catholic

Church for renewed indignation. To
judge from the surface display—the

worldwide prayers, the impassioned

threats and appeals by church func-

tionaries, the general strike of the

spiritual industry in Mexico— one

would suppose that such an indignity

was being visited upon the Vatican

for the first time. The Kulturkamff

in Germany under Bismarck, the Law
of Congregations in the France of

1900, the continual skirmishing in

South America might never have hap-

pened. By isolating the Mexican sit-

uation and blacking out the back-

ground, a dramatic uniqueness was

achieved which was useful to the

Church in stirring up the faithful

to frenzied opposition.

But the Mexican situation is

unique only in being the most re-

cent battle in the long fight of the

political world to confine the church

to purely “spiritual” enterprises. It

is in relation to this fight that the

Mexican conflict attains the clarity

of perspective. It is especially im-

portant to take cognizance of the

fierce struggle between Church and

State—and sometimes between both

of them on the one side and the

more liberal and civilized elements

on the other—in South America.

Rome is fighting frantically not alone

for its Mexican privileges but for

whatever remains of its heritage from

Spanish rule in South America—and

a lot remains. And conversely, the

Mexican government indirectly is

fighting for all of Latin America

against domination by Rome.

The signs #f that black heritage

are everywhere in South America, but

most evident and potent in the coun-

tries with large Indian, mulatto and

Negro populations—such as Bolivia,

Peru, Colombia and Brazil. Here the

priests are drawn in large measure

from the native populations. The
priesthood offers an avenue of escape,

the only such avenue, from crushing

peonage. These Indians are lifted

by the semi-white rulers to their own
social level that they may act as spir-

itual police over their enslaved coun-

trymen, keeping them meek in the

expectation of heavenly rewards.

In these more backward countries

the Indian priests, speaking the na-

tive India:* language, practice a curi-

ous composite of Catholic and old

Indian rites, becoming in many ways

the “medicine men” of their people.

They have smuggled into the Cath-

olic rituals many old ceremonials of

Inca sun-worship. The pious Indians

who cross the mountain crest opposite

La Paz to face the sacred snow-cov-

ered Illimani, towering 20,000 feet

into the sky, never fail to greet the

setting sun with outstretched arms.

They strew the ground with the

sacred leaves of the coca and finish

the performance by crossing them-

selves in orthodox Catholic style.

The marriage ceremony in certain

districts of Bolivia concludes with a

dissertation by the Indian priest to

the effect that the groom must dem-
onstrate his new authority as absolute

master of the bride. Thereupon he
hands the groom a long leather whip
with which his lordship the husband

belabors his wife. She shrieks as the

blows rain down over her face, her

head, her body, until the priest gives

a sign for the holy chastisement to

cease.

It is the white student youth

throughout South America and the

native and near-white workers in the

cities who lead the fight for libera-

tion from the priesthood. The
“white” countries—Argentine, Uru-

guay, Chile—countries with an al-

most entirely white population and a

higher degree of culture and larger

contacts with the outside world, are

finally shaking off the domination of

the Church. And everywhere, even in

the benighted interior of the conti-

nent, there is an element that feels

with these “white” countries and
awaits its chance to follow suit.

In Peru, ruled by the bigoted dic-

tator Leguia, the Church is still pow-
erful politically and economically. It

has a stranglehold on the minds of

the poor Indians and the women of

all classes. But the more progressive

classes—the university students and

the city workers—have shaken off the

yoke, at least spiritually. The echoes

of the struggle do not often reach

the American press. Yet some may
recall the events of 1923, when the

dictator Leguia, at the request of high

church dignitaries, issued a decree

purporting to dedicate Feru to the

holy heart of Jesus. Students called a

protest meeting at the San Marcos

University in Lima, and with the con-

sent of the faculty declared a gen-

eral university strike to continue un-

til the decree should be revoked.

Mounted police surrounded the meet-

ing place and in the clash that fol-

lowed several students and police-

men were killed and many more
wounded. Rumors spread that the

monks were shooting at the students

from church towers. The workers,

organized and unorganized, quit work
in support of the students. The dedi-

cation to the church was postponed

and has never been carried through.

Cuzco, the ancient capital of the

Inca empire, presents perhaps a sym-
bolic picture of the decline of Cath-

olic power. This city, the largest in

Pre-Colombian America, once inha-

bited by more than 200,000, now has

a population of about 20,000. The
shell of the old Catholic grandeur

remains — twenty cathedrals and
churches and a Catholic university,

all built with stones from the old

Inca palaces. But the structures are

empty, in a state of unspeakable ne-

glect and some of them permanently
closed. Yet the black-robed priests

are everywhere, here as throughout

Peru, living on the labor of the peas-

DRAWINGS OF MEXICAN
Indians

—

By Jean Chariot

ants and protected by the government

which they in turn support.

On the principal square of La Paz,

Bolivia, where the government build-

ings stand, a cathedral is under con-
struction. Incredibly r a g g e d and
starved-looking Indians are at work.
The cathedral has been in the proc-
ess of building for more than a hun-
dred years. The oldest portions
crumble as the new portions are built.

The basis of all faith, too, in Bolivia
and Peru and Venezuela crumbles
even as the priests and dictators send
the ragged Indians and their priests

to strengthen it. That basis is the
ignorance of the masses, which is

giving way as the countries become
more industrialized.

In Venezuela the Church is closely

allied with dictator Gomez. Under
their joint tutelage slavery has been
legalized through a “vagrancy law.”
Anyone caught idling—especially if

the idleness be due to a strike—can be

arrested and put to forced labor for

long and indeterminate periods. At

night these “vagrants” are chained to

one another and left to rest wherever

they happen to be at work. The
Church preaches resignation to them.

The Church is tremendously pow-

erful in Colombia. Nothing can be

done without the approbation of the

bishop, whether it be the securing of

a passport or the hiring of relay

mules. Though in Brazil it lacks

such direct prerogatives, the priest-

hood is strong through its economic

possessions. The large land and

coffee plantation owners consider

government their exclusive domain,

and have forced the Church to

keep out of politics. But the de-
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cree passed many years ago separating

Church and State in Brazil left the

ownership of convents, monasteries,

churches, land occupied by religious

orders, etc., in the hands of the

priests. These large land holdings,

and industrial and philanthropic en-

terprises—including orphan asylums

in which child labor contributes to

increase the Church’s wealth—have

helped to consolidate an extra-legal

power that is felt everywhere among
the poor.

But there is the other side of this

picture, in which we are for the pres-

ent more interested. A large portion

of South America has freed itself

from Catholic control through meth-

ods similar to those now being in-

voked by Mexico. In Chile, Ecuador,

Paraguay, the Church has been effec-

tively curbed.

Two hills dominate Santiago de

Chile. From the larger of these,

called San Cristobal, an immense Vir-

gin, almost as large as the “Liberty”

in New York harbor, overawes the

city with the enormous cross it holds

aloft. Wherever a vista opens in the

street of Santiago, you see this co-

lossal Virgin. Once a symbol of pow-

er, it is now just a historical relic. In

1920, when the liberal bourgeoisie

came to power politically, Church

and State were finally separated. This

change was confirmed by the revolu-

tion in 1925, when the army and the

workers united to overthrow a short-

lived counter-revolt. Priests and nuns

no longer direct schools and hospitals.

The secular oath is equal to the reli-

gious oath and the name of God does

not appear in the new constitution.

The Chilean priests still retain

some influence among the working

girls, whom they organize into Cath-

olic trade unions. They also have a

following among those relying upon

charity. But the student movement

is entirely in the hands of radicals

and atheists. The Chilean Federation

of Labor is the best organized and

largest labor body in South America

and is affiliated with the Red Trade

Union International of Moscow.

The laws which Mexico is trying

to enforce have been in effect in

Ecuador for decades. No foreigner

may conduct any religious ceremony.

The church property has been confis-

cated by the State. Divorce is easy.

These things are so much a matter

of course that there is no longer dis-

cussion about them. The Church has

been forced to practice some of the

resignation it has hitherto preached to

others.

The government of Paraguay, that

ancient Jesuit Republic, is no longer

subservient to the priests. In the cap-

ital, Asuncion, a city of 100,000,

there are no more than four churches,

one of them protestant.

In Uruguay, where one third of

the population lives in the capital,

Montevideo, the Church is separated

from the State and is deprived of all

its ancient privileges. It has no po-

litical influence or power.

The prestige of Rome suffered seri-

ously in Argentine about two years

ago, when the government expelled

the papal nuncio, after a protracted

quarrel with the Pope. Rome had dis-

regarded the government’s wishes in

the appointment of the archbishop of

Buenos Aires and the expulsion came

as the climax to the ensuing con-

troversy.

These victories against the Church,

however, do not anywhere completely

eliminate the priests. They are vic-

tories in many cases primarily in favor

of governments representing the

growing industrial and middle classes

as against the power of the feudal

landowners supported by the Church.

And the Indians, so mercilessly ex-

ploited by the feudal barons, are still

the strongest supports of the Church,

the allies of their oppressors. But the

young intellectual generation and the

workers in the cities lead the struggle

against the black gendarmes of the

slaveholders, a struggle in which the

Mexican situation is but one dra-

matic episode.

AUCTION
New Masses will auction (by

mail) the original drawing of Al-

bert Weisbord by Gellert which ap-

peared in our October issue. Send

bids to 39 West 8th Street before

December 3rd and hear the owner

proclaimed at our Peasants’ Ball.
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THIS WORLD WE LIVE IN
By RAYMOND FULLER

H ildesheim, 1913 — Strolling

along Hanoverstrasse. Footway-

half the thoroughfare’s width. Two
Prussian under-officers—sabre, spurs,

gray uniforms, red trimmings—
emerge from the inn door ahead.

Coming steadily along, they elbow me
into the gutter, not turning to notice

the two words I growl at them.

“Prussian arrogance” I learn (a year

later).

On Board P. & O. Liner Dil-

warra, 1920—Just leaving Port

Said. Casual converse with Colonel

Wilkinson, O. B. M., Horse Guards

Club, etc., who mentions that by

some mistake no berth has been re-

served. Remarks offhand must bunk

in smoking room. I offer the empty

berth in my cabin. Accepts grateful-

ly, graciously. Days pass. We become

acquainted, and mutual interest and

curiosity lead us into long talks. He
has been in Flanders “in the thick-

est.” Twice horribly wounded. No
swank, no boasts, no complaint. Eager

for “an American view of things.”

One day we hit upon the Russian

revolution. I mention a conviction

that Russia has started on the right

road to freedom. He becomes strange-

ly laconic, reserved, silent. . . Hours

later discover his luggage removed

from my cabin. Next day learn he

has slept in smoking room. Upon in-

quiry of his servant am told: “Colone'

Wilkinson sends deep regrets, but ob-

viously can receive no favors from

one who sympathizes with his coun-

try’s enemies.” (On arrival in India

he becomes Lieutenant-Governor for

one of the native provinces.)

Madras, 1920—Hotel room. My
guest, a Hindu merchant, has just

given me a $4,000 order. Suave man-

ners, perfect English, kindly eyes.

... In terse Tamil he orders the

sweeper-coolie (Untouchable) to go

fetch a gharry carriage from the ba-

zaar to take him home. Coolie, fore-

head to floor creeps out backwards.

Five minutes later the spaniel-eyed

sweeper, salaaming abjectly, reap-

pears. At length heaven-born Muda-
lier deigns to see him. Reaches into

purse and tosses half-anna piece into

a far corner, eyes not following the

cast. Mudalier rises gracefully, touch-

ing head, lips, heart in formal leav-

taking. He departs, shedding about

him an aura of dignity like a Moghul
prince. . . . The Untouchable slinks

in, grovels to the coin and creeps

out backwards, salaaming as he goes.

Hong Kong, 1921—Have just

alighted from funicular to Peak Ho-
tel (1300 feet). Stop to watch line

of sweating coolies who have carried

from docks sand, bricks, cement,

cracked stone, in baskets slung from

shoulder-poles. All of line (28)

girls 10 to 14 years old, staggering up

a quarter-mile further. Ask compan-

ion, resident, if local laws can’t stop

it. “Bless you, we cawn’t do any-

thing. They have to work or they’d

starve. Why, all Hong Kong was

built this way, houses, terraces, roads.

You’re in China, not New York.”

Trichinopoly, Southern In-

dia, 1921—Roof verandah, railway

station “hotel.” (There are no Eu-

ropean hostelries, except tiny Dak
Bungalow built by government, four

beds, fully besetzt . Evening. Full

moon. Heat. Stillness. Towering

Dravidian temple-gates just visible,

two miles away. Myself and two

young British lieutenants, Intelli-

gence Department, I. A., in deck-

chairs smoking. Preliminary ap-

proaches over, inocuous world-over

queries—nationality, occupation, des-

tination—put and answered. Myself

venturing: “Ghandi is interesting us

Americans.”

“Hum, why?”

“Why, er, we imagine he repre-

sents a new spirit arising. We ”

“Wish we could locate the beggar

just now.”

. r .. r ^v-v

DRAWING BY REGINALD MARSH

HELP WANTED

“You English wouldn’t jail him,
would you?”

“Wouldn’t we!”
“What can you Yanks know about

our difficulties in India?”

“Little, of course. But isn’t Ghan-
di a high-souled teacher, a leader of
these miserable peoples.”

“Hum—the dirty nigger!”

“Dick and I have been following
him about for the last six weeks. . . .

He’s just given us the slip again.”

“You mean the authorities mean to

put him in prison? Would that be
good policy? Aren’t you afraid—as-

suming, of course, ”

The elder who has told of three
years in Mespot: “Put him in jail!

We will soon.”

“But, man, he isn’t a revolutionist.

He’s a pacifist, isn’t he?

Crushing cigarette on chair arm:
“Teacher! Pacifist! Do you know
what I’d do if I had my way? If I

could get hold of that bloody dog,
I’d gladly choke him to death with
these two hands of mine—that’s how
I feel about him!”

Panama, C. Z., 1923—“Native
side” of city. Mid-afternoon. My-
self stopping two American privates

in the narrow winding main street to

ask the way to a shop. Cordial greet-

ings, naive interest, sidewalk chat of

several minutes. Both of them from
Iowa. Offer to guide me to the place.

We start along abreast. Twice I fall

a step behind to let natives pass us

on sidewalk. Notice privates elbow

passers into the roadway. On my
third attempt, one says, giving me a

friendly tip: “Oh, don’t'-get out of

the way for them. We never do
that for them lazy niggers down
here.”

A WARNING TO THE LAZY

If you are too lazy to subscribe,

to the New Masses, you may soon

be sorry. We are cutting out many
of the newsstand distributors, and
you may have a hard time getting

your copy.

The magazine simply must build

up a big subscription list in order to

be successful. What’s the matter with

our readers anyway? Don’t they ever

have a spare two-dollar bill? Are
they all hobos? Even a hobo would
panhandle that amount for something

he wanted. Or are we making the

magazine for a bunch of tin-horns

who won’t gamble two dollars for a

year’s excitement?

Wake up
;
get on the job; mail us

that two-spot this minute, or we may
shut up shop and leave you flat with

only the Saturday Evening Post and

Snaffy Stories to read.



Jeeze! You’re always

broke and get into

trouble.

The question is: Does
it pay?
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THE EASTERN BOGEY
By ANATOL LUNACHARSKY*

Translated by Bessie Weissmann

A new intellectual trend is observ-

able in both Berlin and Paris.

The war revealed the appalling true

face of capitalist civilization and

stripped its velvet mask of pretended

humanism and Christian hypocrisy.

This revelation drove many intellec-

tuals to revolt with horror against the

pseudo-culture of Western Europe.

The same war also struck a heavy

blow at Europe’s economic founda-

tions. It subverted all established

forms of mass-consciousness, morale

and hope, and today thought in Eu-

rope is as distracted as ants in a dug-

up ant-hill. Hence the tremendous

success of a propaganda prophesying

the destruction of European culture.

This idea of the termination of Eu-

rope, of the decline of the West, is

being widely placarded. In Europe

I met religious people, mystics, who
welcomed this finale as the collapse

of rationalism. I met even young

communists who talked about the

complete destruction of the European

world, and who, with a morbid de-

light worthy of St. Augustine, visual-

ized the imminent onslaught of bar-

barians crunching the delicate bones

of Europeans under their horses’

hoofs. These communists appear to

repose much less hope in their own
proletariat than in those phantom

hordes which their imaginations in-

voke out of Asia.

A new and strange manifestation

of this tendency is revealed in Negro-

philism, which, far from being a pas-

sionate sympathy for the oppressed

Negroes in the United States, is noth*

ing more than a faddish craze for

Negro thrills. There is little in com-

mon between modern jazz and the

genuine art of the African Negroes,

transmitted to us almost exclusively

in the form of wood sculpture—

a

strong and genuine art. The inunda-

tion of Negro operettas and orches-

tras and the profusion of Negro
themes in the music of the most ad-

vanced composers is only a result of

Europe’s intellectual confusion. It is

not the healthy primitivism of the

African folklore praised by Frobenius,

but simply a reflex of the machine

tempo of American life. The mobile

nature of the Negro, which is more

human and jovial than that of the

frustrated white bourgeois Yankee,

has made him seem primitive by con-

trast. But in the new Negro craze I

believe there is precious little of the

early African flavor. This infatua-

tion for the “primitive” Negro is

characteristic of the same variegated,

noisy confusion which is current in

Europe under the obsession of “East

replacing the West.”

* Commissar of Education in Soviet Russia.

Of course, not all these worship-

pers of the East are admirers of the

Soviet Union. Russia, as a part of

the East
,

as something in the nature

of an advance guard of Asia, is glori-

fied by various factions of this move-

ment, who see the culmination of

everything Russian in Dostoyevsky.

But, as I have said, there are also

people in this movement who enthu-

siastically welcome the “Soviet phe-

nomenon.” In their too-ready ac-

ceptance of it, they indulge in the

speculation that Bolshevism will be

the gospel of the East and will be

assimilated by hundreds of millions

of Asiatics, to serve as the basis of

a new Pan-Asiatic and perhaps even

Euro-Asiatic culture. At the same

time they carefully segregate West-

ern Europe proper, believing that it

will find a different path. Other fac-

tions of this school view with alarm

the spectre of a bolshevized Asia

swallowing Europe. Still others yield

like martyrs to the deluge and say:

“Asia will crush us. In the front of

its onslaught will march Soviet Rus-

sia. Well, even that is good, if God
has so willed!”

All this blatant and noisy crowd of

Orientophiles provoke, of course, a

ferocious reaction. Recently, for ex-

ample, Romain Rolland declared that

it was necessary to consolidate the

European forces in order to resist the

impending Asiatic tide. Romain Rol-

land is inclined to include Soviet Rus-

sia among the Asiatics, and his de-

fence against the Asiatics becomes a

defense against bolshevism. There are

other defenders of Europe in the

name of a queer, silly mysticism, like

Count Keyserling; still others, who
defend Europe’s spirit of exact sci-

ence, and again those people who en-

visage Europe as the “Latin genius”

and who talk of the necessity of con-

serving the flame of this “genius”

from the yellow simoon sweeping

from the East.

Of course, the attitude of West-

ern Europe, towards the Soviet Union

is not always discussed under the

aspect of this peculiar notion: Europe

or Asia . But I have observed how fre-

quently the achievements of the great

Russian revolution are linked by the

Europeans with thoughts and senti-

ments invariably reflecting the de-

cline of the West. I have spent con-

siderable time trying to explain to

many people close to our ideology,

including young Communists, the

confusion which prevails and con-

tinues to befuddle this question. I

have insisted that although we Soviet

people are geographically on the bor-

der of the East and West, we cannot

be relegated to either camp by the

naive assumptions of these friends and

enemies who are entangled in the

Euro-Asiatic aberration.

I have said on many occasions that

we are by no means opposed to Eu-

ropean civilization; that we do not

JESSIE JAMES, THE PREACHER’S SON
Jesse James loved God and religion,

his wife and a farm
till he couldn’t stand them,

—

then his blood got warm
and his eyes got a beautiful baby stare.

O, he didn’t smoke, drink, chew or swear,

but he liked to see sweet hell cut loose

from the sharp blue barrel

of a smart six shooter.

(This was Jesse’s cure for the blues.)

He liked to see the red dead head
of a neat bank clerk roll on the floor,

then Jesse would pray to God and Jesus
he wouldn’t be a bad boy no more.
(Jesse James, Jesse James,
Jesse loved God,
and God in his heaven
loved Jesse James.)
Jesse James loved the little white church
and the green grass hill where the tombstones grew,

and a fine store suit like a business man,

—

That’s how they got him with a bullet through
the back of his head and he fell (God knows!)
all dressed up in his Sunday clothes.

O, there’s no ghost of Jesse James;
Jesse James has gone to heaven . .

.

Jesse James, Jesse James,
Jesse loved God,
and God in his heaven
loved Jesse James!

Horace Gregory.

anathemize Europe; that we do not

even believe in its extinction. We
believe, however, that what is to hap-

pen is the decline of the bourgeois

civilization in the West. At the root

of European capitalist culture lie

great principles of science and organ-

ization, but these principles have

been perverted by capitalism and cap-

italism is bound to perish. The very

democratic principles which blos-

somed forth in the 19th century will

be taken over by the proletariat, for

the proletariat is healthy in Europe

and will remain faithful to the

healthy principles of its brilliant civi-

lization* Flirting with the mystic idea

of Asia ill becomes friends of the

proletariat and the Russian revolution.

We absolutely repudiate any such

line of thought. We are the allies

of Asia, i. e., of the whole world of

colonial and semi-colonial peoples

—

the poor masses; we wish to be their

leaders in order to destroy capitalism.

But our aim is not to Orientalize Eu-

rope, but rather to Europeanize Asia.

This process will be reciprocal: Eu-

rope, after recognizing the Asiatic

peoples as their brothers (I speak

here of the proletariat of Europe),

will be able to borrow from them
many cultural values. But the chief

influx of cultural contributions will

not be from Asia to Europe but vice

versa.

We in our Soviet Union, feel our-

selves first of all Europeans and, to-

gether with small groups of advanced

scientists and the proletariat, perhaps

the only true Europeans. Our influ-

ence upon Europe will consist in de-

stroying her fake Asiatic acquisitions

—the decadent mysticisms and pas-

ivities of the Keyserlings and Speng-
lers. We will cleanse Europe, restore

her to science, liberate her for a great

earthly development.

Yes, we shall rise at the head of

Asia. We shall even arm Asia with

European thought, but not for the

purpose of “crushing her skeleton”

with our Scythian embrace, but in

order to rescue humanity and Europe

from the decay of the capitalist

world; in order to free the world

from the corruption of those weary

defenders of Europeans who thirst

for the advent of “Asia.”

We must absolutely establish our

position in this question and destroy

the myth that we are the banner-

bearers of a new religion.

We are Europeans, because Marx-

ism is the crown of that tree of

knowledge which is called European

civilization. We are Asiatics because

we want to draw into a general hu-

man civilization all peoples outside

of Europe. But most of all we are

proletarians, revolutionists and the in-

tensest humanists— engaged in the

business of remaking human history

into a new pattern of solidarity and

creative beauty.
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CROSSING THE ZBRUCH
By I. BABIEL

Translated by Max Eastman

S
ixth - Division Chief reported

that Novograd-Volynsk was taken

today at dawn. Headquarters left

Krapivno, and our wagon-train trailed

out, a noisy rear-guard, on the high-

road, the unfading highroad from
Brest to Warsaw built on mujik-bones

by Nicholas the First.

Fields of crimson poppies blossom

round us, noon wind plays in the yel-

lowing rye, virgin buckwheat stands

on the horizon like the wall of a dis-

tant monastery. The quiet Volin
winds; Volin goes away from us into

a pearly mist of birch groves, she

creeps in among the flowering hil-

locks and gets all tangled up with
weakening arms in a jungle of hop-
vines. An orange sun rolls in the

sky like a chopped-off head, a tender
light kindles in the canyons of the

clouds, and the banners of sunset blow
out above our heads. The smell of
yesterday’s blood and killed horses

drips into the evening’s cool. The
blackening Zbruch roars and twists

the foamy knots of its rapids. The
bridges are destroyed and we ford
the river. A majestic moon lies on
the waves. The horses go under the
water up to their backs, the singing
rapids trickle among hundreds of
horse-legs. Somebody is drowning
and loudly curses the mother of God.
The river is strewn with black squares
of the wagons, it is full of boom,
whistle and song, ringing over moony
snakes and shining pits.

Tate at night we reach Novograd.
I find a pregnant woman in the quar-
ters assigned to me, and two red-
headed Jews with thin necks; a third
is already asleep, covered up from
head to foot, next to the wall. I

find ransacked bureaus in the room
assigned to me, scraps of woman’s fur
coats on the floor, human dung and
fragments of a sacred vessel used by
the Jews once a year—at Easter.

* This story k from a book called “Caval-
ry”—or rather “Horse-Army”—which has
been the literary sensation of 1926 in
Russia. The author served as a “Politi-
cal Commissar” in Budenny’s Red Cav-
alry Brigade in the war against Poland.

“Clean it up,” I say to the woman.
“How dirty you live, folks!”

The two Jews spring up. They
jump about on felt soles and clean

up the fragments from the floor, they

jump in silence, monkeyish, like Japa-
nese at the circus, their necks swell

and twist. They spread me a split

perina and I lie down by the wall,

next to the third Jew who is already

asleep. Frightened poverty closes

down instantly over my couch.

The silence kills all, and only the

moon, clasping in blue arms her round
gleaming careless head, tramps about
under the window. I knead my numb
legs, I lie down on the ripped quilt

and fall asleep. I dream of Sixth-

Division Chief. He races on a heavy
stallion after the Brigade-Comman-
der and gives him two bullets in the
eyes. The bullets pass through the
head of the Brigade-Commander and
both his eyes fall on the ground.

“Why did you turn back the brig-

ade?” shouts Sixth-Division Chief
Savitzky to the wounded man—and
here I wake up, because the pregnant
woman is groping with her fingers

over my face.

c “Mister,” she says to me, “you’re
crying in your sleep and tossing. I’ll

spread your bed in another corner
because you jog my papa . .

She lifts from the floor her thin
legs and round belly, and removes a

blanket from the sleeper. A dead old
man lies there, thrown flat on his

back. His throat is tom out, his face
chopped in half, blue blood lies on
his beard like a piece of lead.

“Mister,” says the Jewess, and
shakes the ferina^ “the Poles butch-
ered him and he prayed to them : ‘Kill

me in the back yard, so my daughter
won’t see me die.’ But they did as

they found convenient. He died in

this room and thought of me. And
now I want to know”—the woman
spoke suddenly with terrible force

—

“I want to know where else in the
earth you’ll find a father like my
father.”

BREAD AND CIRCUS
By Eugene Lyons

T he Sesquicentennial Celebration The patriots paid a total of
in Philadelphia will bt remem- $2,000,000 to Rickard and the ticket

bered, if at all, as the place where scalpers. With night, distance and
135,000 Americans sat through a

rainstorm to see two heavyweight
bruisers do their stuff. The io per

cent, rake-off on the gate receipts may
rescue the Sesqui from bankruptcy.

George Washington saved our coun-
try and Tex Rickard saved our Ses-

quicentennial.

curtains of rain between them and the

spectacle, they got little for their

money, except the thrill of losing

themselves in a mass emotion. The
crowd of millionaires, politicians,

“sportsmen” and reporters at the ring-

side saw blood, but the rabble in the

ten-, fifteen-, and twenty-dollar seats

only shouted for it.

About fifteen million other Amer-
icans listened in on the radio. Six

hundred professional and amateur

journalists sent two million words by

telegraph and crowded out every-

thing else from the next day’s papers.

The telegraph companies installed

190 special wires at the ringside for

their use. Anyone who did not get

the fight, punch by punch, has only

himself to blame. It was a sadists’

holiday in which a whole nation took

part.

More than that, it was a perfect

demonstration of three great indus-

tries—press, radio and sports—work-
ing together to create, and then sup-

ply, a monster demand for their prod-

ucts. Interest in the bout was stim-

ulated to the point of hysteria. The
stadium would have been filled had
it been three times as large.

The Dempsey-Tunney fight was a

dramatic example of the prodigious

American appetite for sport spectacles.

The pugilistic records are matched
by baseball, football, tennis and other

news-fed sports. Attendance is lim-

ited only by seating capacity. Hugh
Fullerton, a sports writer, figures that

12,000,000 saw the activities of the

two major and twenty-six minor base-

ball leagues in one season; and 20,-

000,000 more paid to see college

football.

These were only the direct spec-

tators. The rest of the population

gobbles up the newspapers. Sporting

news sells more papers than any other

two subjects put together, not exclud-

ing sex crimes.

What does it all signify?

Those who profit from commer-
cialized sports want us to accept the

millionfold audiences and special

sporting extras as signs of a passion-

ate interest in physicial development
and prowess. And what an outlet

for patriotism!

We have swum the English Chan-
nel and we have won the Davis Cup
and we were the first to reach the

North Pole by sea and by air; we
stopped Carpentier and Firpo from
carrying the pugilistic championship
out of the country.

The truth is, the natural healthy

play instinct is being atrophied in the

American. He is content to take ex-

ercise by proxy. He has been edu-

cated to prefer seeing a game to play-

ing one. Only on the rare occasions

when he helps kill an umpire does he
participate in the sports himself. For
the rest he just exercises his emotions

and his vocal cords.

The American worker is erudite in

sporting “records” and the biograph-

ies of the champs, but he thinks al-

most not at all about the industrial

exploitation and political looting of
which he is the victim.

This will be a sports-loving coun-

try only when the masses learn to

play and win for themselves the mar-
gin of leisure necessary for play.

Until then all the fistic bouts and
trained-seal exhibitions on the court

or diamond will remain sedatives and
soporifics, mere smoke screens to hide
their wage slavery from the masses.

DRAWING BY I. KLEIN

CHEATED!
Red Gross Workers learn that damage in
Florida wasn't as bad as at first reported.
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DRAWING BY OTTO SOGUOW
TRIBUTE

Bystander: He’s on the square, he is! When he promises—he makes good! Voted fer ’im five elections runnin’, an got my five-spot every time. Honesty pays, say I.

IN DEFENSE OF DAUGHERTY

D uring the trial of Harry

Daugherty and Thomas W.
Miller, in which noses were poked

into the speedy return of seven mil-

lion dollars to a German firm, with

incidental leakage, a number of

things have been said which might

appear slightly damaging if one were

fussy. But regardless of the decision

of judges and juries one way or the

other, we decline to think ill of the

former Attorney General and we vote

for his acquittal on these grounds.

Daugherty was charged with being

a party to a conspiracy “to deprive

the government of his disinterested

services.” This is manifestly silly,

for Harry never gave disinterested

services to anything or anybody in all

his busy life.

By his own confession Merton gave

somebody a fee for getting his claim

put through. The word of a briber

and a German is no good and there-

fore he never bribed anybody. Be-

sides, the money all ended up in the

hands of the lawyers.

The funds of the Alien Property

Custodian were all stolen from the

Germans anyway. Giving any of it

back was an act of quixotic honesty

rare in public life.

If the records in Brother Mai’s

bank were burned, what of it? That

HELL IN

W hen God made the River Tom
in that neck of the woods

called Siberia, He planted an island

with sand and bushes and all, right

close to where Kuzbas now digs at

His seams of coal.

Siberian summers, thank God, are

as hot as the place where the bad

folks go. And so the Kuzbas work-

ers, when the whistle blows, “knock-

off” four times a day, beat it for the

was merely a prudent desire to con-

serve our fuel supply as commanded
by Secretary Hoover.

Daugherty’s prosecutor was Buck-

ner, the notorious padlocker, who has

put many a thirsty New Yorker to

the grave inconvenience of walking

another block for his hooch.

The real culprits, if any, were

John T. King and Jess Smith, gentle-

men who have since kindly died.

While Attorney General, Daugh-

erty saved us from revolution and

bloodshed by nipping plots every

Tuesday and Thursday, weather per-

mitting. If there was a shortage of

plots to nip, he generously provided

them himself. The hand that saved

the nation had a right to pick its

pockets.

Daugherty was a member of the

Ohio Gang and of the Best Minds

Poker, Patriotic and Pleasure Club.

He should be freed under the statute

of imitations and not judged by the

straight-laced standards of propriety

prevailing in New York, Pennsyl-

vania and Illinois.

Daugherty gave his country War-
ren Gamaliel Harding. Any lesser

crime he may have committed would

be a ridiculous anticlimax.

Howard Brubaker

SIBERIA
Tom and swim across to the island.

Sundays it is like Rockaway there.

The whole crowd is splashing up the

water, mom, pop and the kids, the

coal digger and the white-collar man-

ager; and—would you believe it

—

there are few bathing suits.

Most of the swimmers are nuclei

I lay under the shade of a bush

one Sunday, digesting three hard

boiled eggs, and wondering what God

thought of it all.

The sun went down, and my stom-

ach and mind turned to solemn things.

So many nude swimmers. What a

chance for the Watch and Ward So-

ciety of America!

The grandest opportunity ever of-

fered an American Puritan, and not

a single one around!

Here’s a town, I’m telling you,

where 90% of the population could

be put in jail for obscenity! And the

smut-hounds so far away!

The night came, I digested the

eggs, and shed a tear for America.

Then I stripped everything for a last

obscene dip in the obscene River

Tom. Oh God, not an American

around! And I nude, and everyone

else nude as Adam and Eve. Yes, sir,

it was just hell!

Tom Barker

COWBOY AT BOURNEMOUTH
I

f Americans resent being called

cowboys, why was W. L. Hutch-

eson, president of the Carpenters

and Joiners of America, allowed to

go to the British Trades Union Con-

gress at Bournemouth as A. F. of L.

delegate?

Apparently no one could have up-

held that romantic, although some-

what contemptuously barbarous, ap-

pellation better than Brother Hutch-

eson. Not that he wore fringed

leather breeches. Or tried to lasso

his audience. But the contrast be-

tween his complacent platitudinous

utterances—of the sort that have

characterized the A. F. of L. since

its birth — and the air of gravity

which weighed on the rank and file

delegates due to the British post-

General Strike situation, was as sharp

as if he had actually appeared in full

Wild West regalia.

His speech was not extemporane-

ous. But it was as uninspired and

devoid of ideas as the smokingroom

talk of a shoe-salesman. What a con-

trast to the intelligence and vigor

of the miners’ delegates!

He delivered several gems of A.

F. of L. philosophy. Said he:

“We in America have no antipathy

against a man because he happens to

be in the capitalist class—so long as

he doesn’t object to our methods of

improving our class.”

But he didn’t proceed to point out

any shining examples in that cate-

gory. Instead, he promptly pulled

out another dazzling paste jewel:

‘‘Workers should be paid, not an

existing wage, but a saving wage, on

which they can not only provide for

themselves and their dependents, but

for luxuries and pleasures and still

save for a rainy day, unemployment
and old age.”

Mr. Hutcheson, with a $10,000
salary and a car of his own, in which

he had impressed Europeans that

one man is as good as another in

this country, could afford to be opti-

mistic. But the miners, who had been

seeing their wives and children in

the throes of hunger since the first

of May, were not visibly chirked up
by that good-natured pat on the back.

Mr. Hutcheson, personally and of-

ficially, was out of tune with the

General Strike. He was even less

concerned with it than was the

Trades Union Congress’ General

Council itself—for he had nothing

to cover up—not even an intelligence.

Mr. Hutcheson rose to the very

peak of Rotarian eloquence when he

attempted to thank the Congress’

chairman and president of the Gen-
eral Council, Arthur Pugh, for the

customary engraved gold watch and
Congress medal.

“This mark of friendliness on

the part of the British trade unions

is—most unexpected!” he blurted

out.

Grace Poole
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PIONEERS
By JAMES RORTY

LET US PLANT LILACS
Let us plant lilacs, let us stain

Once more these lands with the new blood

Of an old desire . . . Pardon, O earth,

The seed that failed, the seed that wandered, soon

Lilacs will blaze by the door, the bees will swing
Heavy with honey the small pink bells of the columbine, their

steady ritual will drown
The question of this silence; the poised hawk will hear these

long-forgotten fields,

America, America
Mewing in birth . . . and this will be our home.

THE UNDYING
My grandfather feared God, he was a fool and my great-grand-

mother washed her hands of him.

He moved to the next township, the scale

Consumed his fruit trees, and his gaunt face was God-de-

voured like a wormy apple.

He feared God and his neighbors ; at forty he raped the school

teacher, found hell at last, and died

Raving in the asylum; my great-grandmother

Had a cow once that went wild from browsing mountain laurel.

She brought up the child, saying nothing.

My great-grandmother had large hands and a deep voice when
she called Gee and Haw to the plow-oxen.

It was wilderness then, and there was no church; my great-

grandmother

Asked no questions and told no lies
; in winter the snow

Drifted to the eaves, my great-grandmother smoked a long

pipe, nursing her four-months child; she laughed

Hearing a lone wolf howl from the swamp, and in the Spring
A new child wailed in the night while the peepers chanted.

My great-grandmother had sixteen children; in age she with-

ered sweet
And hard like a snow-apple, an old queen-witch who played

mid-wife to three townships, she wore
A man’s hip-boots ; one winter night, hearing a rumor of birth

on a far-distant farm, she trudged
Ten miles over drifted roads; she was old but not tired, she

was in sight of the house when she broke
Through the crust; did she call? The wind had risen and no

one heard ; like an old vixen she
Dug herself in beneath the low pine branches . . .

Old women moan toward death in houses, preachers pray, but
my great-grandmother

Smiled in her last sleep. Nothing in nature, not the winter
night,

Windy and fierce with stars was great enough
To pity her ...

She was eighty years old, it was she who planted
The huge old maple by the barn, that tumbled mound

fragrant with lilacs—that is where the house
Once stood; her tiger lilies have gone wild, in June they

spread a fierce

Flame over all the meadow.

My father was Irish-Spanish ; he was made flesh

By an old Word calling forever from the hills

Of that strange island, an old Word
Greater than all the churches, fierce, immaculate

Calling for freedom, justice, love, wild things unseen,
Haunting the earth and burning in the mind ;

hearing that

Word, my father

Stood up in the church, the great Word crying through my
father’s lips “Unclean!”

Left home and kinsfolk, a tense white youth riding the Atlan-
tic in the hold of a cattle boat;

Irish, Spanish, American, a tall dark man handsomer than the
priest, striding the streets of an American mill-town in a
tall hat and no child daring to throw a snow-ball

;

A mocking atheist who married the great-daughter of that old
witch and had seven children by her;

A Fenian, a rebel, a Knight of Labor, a Free-Silverite, a child,

credulous, untouched
A cheerful blasphemer who said that Darwin was God and

God Darwin and the rest didn’t matter;
A brave, generous, lonely man, companioned only by the

Word; I give him all my love.

OUT OF THE EARTH
Out of the earth, and the Word that is not of earth, my love.

Neither from the earth or from the Word shall I find mercy;
did my father or my mother or her mother’s mother ever
ask for mercy?

Let us plant lilacs; not my hand but the hand of my great-

grandmother drives the spade and holds the plough,
Not my voice, but the deep voice of that old witch, my great-

grandmother cries now the Word of my father.

Let us plant lilacs, there is too much death in this land, there
is too much winter;

Let us plant lilacs in the jail-yards, let us throw open the jail-

gates, why should there be jails in this land that I love?
Let us plant lilacs in the factories ; are they not ours to make

plenty for our children and our children’s children?
Let us plant lilacs in the churches, they are old and musty, why

should there be little churches in a great land?
Not peace, but a sword, let us make a quick death of the God-

devoured, the wealth-ridden, the mercy-seekers*
Not theirs, this America ; Pioneers, O pioneers, let us plant

lilacs, let us cleanse with a Spring fragrance this land that
we love.

Out of the earth our love
; out of the earth and out of the Word

that is not of earth, our love.

WALL MOTTO

Love, O ye striplings, only love!

By simple algebra I can prove
The goblins’ll get you if you do not love

!

Love, for I swear your soul’s increase
Rests wholly with your love’s release.

Then love, and by your passionate haste
Rebuke your forebears’ bitter waste
Who, when the flower of youth was blown
Went mad for beauty that they had not known.
The law? That too you’ll one day learn
From love’s own lips—but you must burn
Smudge fires never; in broad daylight

Join love’s processional, and through the night
Burn insolent candles . . . Some sweet day
You will wake laughing, and you’ll say
“Eternally right the pollen-bearing bee;
“Eternally wrong the parson and his fee.”
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“THE BEGINNING OF A FINE WORLD”
By JOSEPH FREEMAN *

S
loping immense on either side of fact Comrade Stalin addressed the question. . . . Can Pilsudski, can the gia’s kings; her family was four hun-

the Kura, the Caucasus moun- railway workers. motley Pilsudski crowd solve these dred years older than the Romanoffs,

tains raise their green backs to the “The Polish State,” Comrade contradictions? Can this petit-bour- “Go to see Mzche, our ancient capital;

sky. The river flows muddy, loaded Stalin said in part, “has entered on geois group solve the labor ques- see our beautiful churches; we were

deep with avalanches of dust and a phase of complete disintegration, tion?” Christians long before the Russians.”

rock. It twists abruptly at a hundred The financial system is breaking Comrade Stalin answered this ques- An old princess living on the stale

points, narrow from bank to bank, down. The zloty is falling. Industry tion in the negative, pointing out that dreams of a dead day-before-yester-

angular from town to town, till it is crippled. The non-Polish national- after defeating the bourgeoisie mili- day.

reaches a plain deep in the heart of ities are being suppressed, and above, tarily, the Pilsudski group would In a newspaper office a member of

the mountains where it divides into in the circles of the ruling classes, cling to its coat-tails politically and the old intelligentsia was pouring out

two parts the ancient city of Tiflis.

The cobbled streets rumble under

the soviet-starred tramway. The
streets wind and slope like the back

alleys of Paris. The main avenue,

wide and fresh with full-blown trees,

glides majestically from name to

name, starting as the Prospect Rust-

avelli and ending as Lenin Street.

The eyes of a dozen races pass each

other under the Asiatic sunlight. The
dark Georgian, his handsome face

marked by a thin mustache, marches

proudly in his belted blouse and soft

high boots. The hook-nosed Armen-
ian, sad and cunning like a Jew, car-

ries his battered briefcase to the

Commissariat where he serves the

working class as head book-keeper.

Russians with naked heads shaved for

the summer, and white high-collared

blouses, read Rabotchaya Pravda on

the benches in front of the Workers’

Cooperative Restaurant. Soldiers of

the Red Army in light khaki uni-

forms and little red stars on their

caps, rub shoulders with beautiful

women, mountaineers driving small

donkeys, and old beggars. The sun

shines lazily on the white walls of

the houses; the air is languid with

summer’s perfume. British leather

puttees twinkle on the legs of Soviet

journalists. German and American
salesmen, visiting the agricultural ex-

hibition, carry their fedora hats in

their hands, swinging along to the

State Bank to cash their express checks.

Lenin’s face looks down from every

wall; the shop windows are full of

lithographs: Stalin, Zinoviev, Narim-
anoff Narimanovitch Narimanoff. Red
soldiers march in the rain singing the

victory of the workers. Yes, com-
rade, things are going good: the coun-

ter-revolution is liquidated; there is

plenty of food; we are building a

hydro-electric station of 32,000 horse

power; ^vait till we get machines
humming in these mountains.

Comrade Stalin came to Tiflis. He
couldn’t be seen; he refused to see

any journalists. One of the leading

Party editors was just turned away.

Comrade Stalin was here only for re-

pose. Maybe he will speak at the

Party plenum this afternoon; maybe
at the opera tonight. As a matter of

* Tiflis, October, 1926.

there prevails a perfect orgy of fraud

and embezzlement, as is quite openly

admitted by representatives of all fac-

tions in the Seim. . . . These contra-

dictions are connected with three

main questions: the labor question,

the peasant question, and the national

would become the representative of

Chauvinism and fascism.

I ran into an old princess in a

workers’ restaurant. Her daughter

was working there as a waitress. She

tried to sell me Georgia’s ancient

glories. Her family furnished Geor-

his nationalist soul. “You must hear

our wonderful national songs; you

must see the Lesginka
, our national

dance; the boys move their feet like

lightning, the rest of the body is

still. Our poet Rustavelli ranks with

Dante and is better than Byron. Our

DRAWING BY LOUIS LOZOWJCK
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manners are perfect; we know how
to sing and dance, how to entertain

guests. You must give the bolsheviks

credit. They have solved the national

question in the Caucasus; they allow

us to develop our own language and
culture.”

The opera at night was jammed
with workers who came to honor
Stalin. Orchestra, boxes and five bal-

conies were dark with Georgian,

Armenian and Russian faces. Voices

under the bright lights carried on
small talk, the Georgian syllables

singing like the swish of cymbals.
Stalin is a Georgian

; he is the “native
son”; the shop windows are full of
lithographs of Stalin dressed in a

white blouse, legs crossed in Cauca-
sian boots, his eyes half-closed, a
cigarette in his hand.

Someone in the opera spies him
as he enters the box. Stalin! Stalin!

Stalin! The opera is on its feet,

hands thunder applause, voices cry:
Speech! Speech!

Stalin does not move. He sits half-
hidden by Tiflis Soviet officials who
smile behind their beards. After ten
minutes’ applause Stalin rises. His
cheeks are red, his body stocky; a
black mustache hangs over his robust
smile; his eyes are half-closed. He
bows slowly, full of reserve and dig-
nity. He bows slowly and says noth-
ing. He sits down. The audience
shouts louder and louder. Prosim!
The applause rises and falls like a

storm. Stalin rises in his box. He
slowly takes out a watch from the
breast-pocket of his white blouse. He
points to the watch, then to the stage;

he sits down without saying a word.
The crowd yells and applauds. Sud-
denly, a young bull-necked comrade
in the orchestra shouts “Davolno !”

(Enough). The applause stops abrupt-
ly. The crowd sits down in silence.

The curtain rises. A large chorus of
men and women, dressed in bright
colors, bursts into the International.

The next day I ran into Comrade
X. His face was thin and pale. His
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DRAWING BY I. KLEIN

house hung photographs of Georgian his wine with lemonade and observed

warriors and dancers—gallant fellows, that no wise man ought to marry,

standing, sitting, riding horses; the He had a wife and three children,

breast pockets of their long coats full We went to the Central Workers’

of cartouches; their belts crossed by Club. In one room there was a

poignards; their mustaches long and meeting. The presidium sat on a

black. Among the melange of photo- platform at a table covered with a

graphs was a young face without a red cloth. They took notes and rang

mustache. It was different from all the bell for order and drank water

the other faces on the wall. It was out of a glass pitcher. In the library

a photograph, as a young student, of the secretary of the club showed us

Lenin. the book-shelves: fourteen thousand

We ate in the garden under a tree, books. A group of non-party volun-

The Armenian comrade, round-faced, teers were working on a card cata-

with a little paunch and a goatee, logue. The door to the Lenin corner

ordered Georgian cheese salad, shash- was closed. Through the glass one
leeky wine and lemonade. We drank could see Lenin’s bust on a shelf. A
to the Soviet republic, to the com- group of young workers read quietly

munist international, to the workers at a table. In another room they were
of the world. showing a movie. Movies are free for

“Tell me, comrade,” said the Ar- workers four times a week,

menian editor, “is there a good com- At the industrial exposition we
munist press in America? How much picked up a young Hungarian com-
did you pay for your coat? Are rade, a political emigre. The
there many unemployed there? How booths were full of Diesel engines,

about the recognition of Soviet Rus- American tractors, printing presses,

sia?” A Georgian peasant and his wife

A big black dog squatted on the were examining a German oil lamp,

grass beside our table. The Armenian “You have the technique,” said

editor fed him soft Georgian bread Comrade X. to me, “and we have a

and asked questions about American workers’ and farmers’ government,

skyscrapers, machines, immigrant life, When we have the technique and you
labor organizations, the communist have also a workers’ and farmers’ gov-

movement. The high mountains half- ernment it will be the beginning of
hid the sky behind him. He mixed a fine world.”

IS THIS “EDUCATION”?

Last year at this time I was in- What was the effect?

terviewing students in Russian “Don’t you ever take more than

educational institutions. At the mo- 16 hours?” I asked.

THE SOVEREIGN POWER RETURNS TO THE PEOPLE ment I am meeting students in Ca- «^e jon >
t tajje my more than we

nada. The difference between the t0 »

head was shaved clean like an Amer-
ican salesman’s chin. He said noth-

ing about ancient royal capitals and
national dances. Comrade X. was a

bolshevik with little interest in the

past. He said at once: “Have you seen

our workers’ homes and clubs? have

you seen our factories? have you seen

our hydro-electric station?” In ten

minutes Comrade X. and the Arme-
nian editor of the Party paper and
I were shooting along the Prospect

Rustavelli in a new Dodge driven by
a Ukrainian comrade. A few blocks

down we picked up another comrade,
a Russian mechanic. At a crossing a

large touring car rushed toward us.

The militiaman on duty raised his

club, stopped the large car and let

us pass first. “He stopped the com-
missar of the militia,” Comrade X.
said, smiling.

We arrived at the hydro-electric

station, straddling the muddy twisted

Kura. It was built by German and
Georgian engineers with Soviet
money. The concrete dams and walls

looked solid and clean. Big chunks
of iron lay around, marked as com-
ing from the Putilov works in Lenin-
grad. Comrade X. pointed proudly

to the immense turbines sloping up

the bank.

“This hydro-electric station is 32,-

000 horse power,” said Comrade X.

“It will supply Georgia with light

and power. We’ll be able to run more
factories, to raise the cultural level

of the workers and peasants. This

will be a new city in ten years.”

Opposite the hydro-electric station

was a little peninsula on the river

Kura. It was so close you could see

how old the houses were that sloped

up the hill. A little white church,

stained blue and green with age,

lifted its delicate spire above the

wooden roofs.

“That,” said Comrade X. “is

Mzche the original capital of Geor-
gia where the first kings ruled.”

A curious picture of Georgia’s his-

tory: an old aristocrat wanted to show
me the ancient seat of her forefath-

ers; a nationalist intellectual wanted
to show me Georgian national dances;

a communist showed me the hydro-
electric station. Here it stood strong

and new opposite the crumbling
houses of Mzche.
We had dinner at Zachar Zachar-

ovich’s. On the walls of Zachar’s

two groups is astonishing.

Russian students are keen, in-

formed, alive. Canadian students are

just like college students in the

United States.

Yesterday I spoke with two jun-

iors in the Art College, University

of Manitoba, Winnipeg. They were

taking 16 hours a week: 4 hours of

English (Chaucer, Milton, Shake-

speare, “and other fossils” as one of

them phrased it)
: 4 hours of English

Constitutional History: 4 hours of

French (third year, French romantic

literature) : and 4 hours of Philo-

sophy. Half of this last course was

devoted to Social Psychology; the

other half to Plato and Aristotle.

The “lecture method” was used in

teaching (a method abandoned in

Russia) ; the professor talks and the

students yawn, doze and take notes.

I brought out these facts by care-

ful questioning. After Russia it felt

like a visit to the Assyrian Babylonian

section of a Museum. The air was

dank, musty, stale.

Here was youth, enthusiasm, ideal-

ism, face to face with a barrage of
ancient, meaningless twaddle, badly

presented.

“Why do you take any of it?”

“To get a degree, to get a job.

You can’t teach without it!”

“How did you come to pick this

course?”

“Oh, we have little choice. Where
we do choose, we take the subjects

that require the least exertion.”

“Is that the way you feel toward

your work?”

“Yes, bored indifference about ex-

presses it.”

These young people had studied

English for eleven years. They could

not write. They were in a “history

seminar” but they had no historic

perspective. They had had eight

years of French and could neither

speak nor read it. They were study-

ing “philosophy” and were bored to

extinction with life.

This, in Canada and the U. S. A.,

is called “education.” Taking young,

hopeful creatures, and drugging them
with scholastic dope until boredom
and indifference dominate their lives

at twenty. Then people want to

know whether the present system will

“work”!

Scott Nearing
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PAJAMA PARTIES LACK REMORSE
CLERICS URGE MORE MENTAL ANGUISH FOR UNDERGRADUATE SINNERS

By CHARLES W. WOOD

THE Episcopalians have decided going altogether too far. No, he the other hand, it was necessary to

that the more delicious sins of would not mention names and dates; know just where it happened and

youth and sex shall not be indulged but he would say, in answer to the when, so that parents might under-

in except through the payment of a charge that he didn’t know what he stand what college not to send their

fairly reasonable price in spiritual was talking about, that on one occa- own particular daughters to.

' -
*

* sion, to his own personal knowledge,

the boys and girls on a certain “Foot-

ball Special” got so lit up with either

gin or victory that they danced to-

gether in their pajamas in the Pull-

man aisles.

suffering. Our younger generation,

it has been decreed, must be pro-

vided with a conscience; and steps

have already been taken to so provide

it. It has none today; and while it

isn’t sinning on a larger scale than

previous younger generations, it is

getting altogether too much fun per

sin. A conscience, the elder brethren

admit, will not keep it from sin; but

it will give each sin a bad taste and

make the sinners sorry, from time to

time, that they indulged in it. Hence,

a call has been issued by the high-

churchmen to mobilize the spiritual

forces in America, to ascertain what

became of the Christian conscience

and to get it back immediately on its

old job of spoiling the fun.

All this has been featured in the

newspapers during the past several

weeks; but the story was told in such

piece-meal fashion that many readers

may have missed its full significance.

The first stories alleged that an ar-

ticle in an Episcopal Church publica-

tion had made the charge that there

was more or less immorality among

the undergraduates of our colleges,

that drinking was not altogether un-

known among them, that petting par-

ties had been indulged in and that

upon one big excursion from some-

where to somewhere,
although there

were members of both sexes present,

everything wasn’t exactly as in Sun-

day school.

This news, naturally, fell as a

bombshell upon peaceful, pastoral

America, and the wires were kept

hot calling up College Presidents

throughout the land. The College

Presidents, however, rose as one man
to denounce the story as a libel. Not

one of them, it seems, had ever been

invited to a petting party; and while

they were in almost daily contact

with the student body, they had

never observed it swilling gin. They
were prepared to state, therefore, that

the writer of this article was an ig-

noramus and a liar, only seeking

notoriety.

This, of course, quieted America,

but it peeved the writer. He was, it

seems, a serious-minded Christian

who had not intended to be sensa-

tional. He had simply been per-

turbed. He had tried to be a good
fellow in college himself, and he
had just recently got out; but he was

always running up against high jinks

that, liberal as he was, seemed to be

particular daughters

At any rate, friends and alumni

of the University of Illinois seemed

to imagine that the whole thing was

intended as a reflection upon their

Alma Mater. And it wasn’t so in-

tended. The author of the article

The newspapers, naturally, in the and the editor of the Episcopal pub-

pursuit of public duty, had to verify lication did their best to correct any

this. They had to learn the exact

who and when and where. And by

their usual third degree methods,

they were finally able to tell a breath-

less world that (it was alleged) the

allegations directly referred to a cer-

tain Red Grange celebration indulged

in by undergraduates of the Univer-

sity of Illinois.

But you haven’t heard the half of

it, dearie. According to the story

that now came out, the pajama danc-

ing was only a preliminary. The big

event was an epidemic of amnesia:

for several of the male students (it

was alleged that somebody alleged)

became so absent-minded that they

could not find their way back to their

own berths.

Unfortunately, that was such won-

derful news, in the sight of editors,

that the continuity of the story was

now somewhat lost. The public, ap-

parently, had got what it wanted. If

there were any goings-on among our

present-day young people, the main

thing necessary was to get enough of

the undressed details so that each re-

pressed soul could fill out the picture

to suit himself. It was nice to know
that such things could happen. On

such interpretation. They had

tended, they proclaimed, merely to

convey the information that the youth

of today are becoming shameless in

their sins, whereas the youth of other

days were uniformly ashamed of

themselves when caught.

Anyone who intends to participate

in the coming crusade must keep this

point in mind. There is not more

immorality today, the devout editor

of the religious journal has explained,

than there was when he himself at-

tended college. In fact, he was

quoted as saying, there couldn’t be.

But the attitude toward immorality

has changed. When students sinned

in the old days, they seemed to real-

ize fully how sinful it all was. They
lied about it. They covered it up.

They carried their sins around with

them, hoping that Jesus would for-

give them some day but not too soon

;

and they were tortured always by the

fear of the dire consequences if any-

body should ever find them out.

It did not occur to them to learn

how to sin, so that there wouldn’t

be any consequences. They might

ruin a lady now and then, but they

had too much moral sense to ad-

DRAWING BY SANDY CALDER

“Hey, don’t you see that sign: ‘Reserved for ladies?’”
“I cahn’t see the teensiest, weensiest reason why I shouldn’t sk here?”

vocate birth control. They didn’t

know what this thing was that was

always driving them to act as they

were always resolving not to act.

They sinned, then, only when they

were desperate; but, under the cir-

cumstances, they were usually desper-

ate.

When a college girl sinned in the

old days, she usually left college.

Boys might sin and stick it out, but

the boys didn’t have so much to worry

about. And the girl, when she left

college, did not go home. That was

worse yet. Her own people were the

last ones on earth that she would

want to tell her troubles to. But in

all college towns there were houses

where fallen girls could make a liv-

ing. Life was hell in such houses;

but it was the best arrangement, all

around, which a sinful world with a

conscience could provide.

Today there are few such houses.

There is no more sin, remember,

than there was before'; but the girls

of today, it is alleged, seem to be

taking it in their stride. They aren’t

sorry. They aren’t ashamed. They
go hilariously on the Football Spe-

cials; and whether they dance with

the boys in their pajamas depends

entirely upon whether they want to

or not. And as for amnesia, I take it,

that does not worry them. If any

forgetful youth gets into a berth

where he isn’t wanted, they seem to

feel that they can throw him out.

In the old days, on a Football Spe-

cial, they might be wanted ever so

much and never come. The only

way a girl could have company on a

Pullman ride in those days was to

get herself kidnapped on some occa-

sion when she was so all wrought up

that she didn’t know what she was

doing; and the price for that, it was

agreed all around, was that she should

spend the rest of her days in a bawdy

house.

I do not wonder that the clergy

are distressed by this awful change

that has come over our Christian so-

ciety. And they are taking the right

methods, I think, in their effort to

bring back the good old times. They
have put their finger on the very

cause of all the trouble. They are

blaming modern education itself

—

the teaching of modern psychology,

of behaviorism especially, and of all

the other sciences based upon obser-

vation instead of upon superstitious

fear.

Such an education, they perceive,

destroys the moral sense; and, while

youngsters with moral sense are as

rotten as any, those without it are

having altogether too good a time.
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JOHN L. LEWIS—SCAB
By MARTIN CONROY

A merica’s big coal strike is due “We cannot fight the government,”

next April. No anthracite stop- and called off the strike,

page this time, but a blood-and-iron Wall Street then had only the

bituminous Strike! On April i the steel workers to face,

futile Jacksonville agreement ends Nineteen twenty-one, the Open
and the union will have to fight or Shop was raging through the country

accept a drastic reduction in wages— on the heels of an industrial depres-

no mere ten percent. Also the Open sion. It smote the militant Kansas

Shop, in all but a few isolated fields, outpost of the miners’ union with

The big coal operators have de- Governor Allen’s Industrial Court

cided that the United Mine Workers (No Strike) law. Alex Howat went

must pass out of their industry as to jail. Ten thousand miners struck,

the Amaglamated Iron, Steel and Tin Then came Lewis—Strikebreaker. No
Workers have all but disappeared wonder he so loved and supported

from Steel. Cal Coolidge — Strikebreaker, in

Fifty years fighting for unionism J 9 24- Lewis imported scabs, expelled

in the coal villages leads to the climax Howat and Dorchy, and “reorgan-

of 1927. Molly McGuires, Ludlow, ized” the district. His personal rep-

Cabin Creek, Cliftonville, Fanny resentative, Van A. Bittner, who has

Sellins (with the blood on her gray broken almost as many local unions

hair), Mother Jones, are all chapter as Sherman Detective Agency,

headings on the way to the greater made headquarters at the Hotel Still-

labor war emergency of the coming well, only scab hostelry in Pittsburgh,

year. Kansas, where officers of the Kansas

It is inconceivable to think of John National Guard were staying on a

L. Lewis as the victorious general of similar strikebreaking mission,

this fight. His victories have never Followed the stupendous betrayal

been in the strike trenches, with the tile co^e field and Somerset County
rank and file—only in conventions, miners of Pennsylvania. A betrayal

with his payroll machine. But the t^iat justified the remark of another

operators will be beaten only on the c7n ical labor leader that if John
picket lines that will stretch from the wasn’t getting paid by the operators

plains of Kansas to the northern Ap- was scabbing on those who were,

palachians. Into this picture John L. The coke fields lie below Pitts-

Lewis does not fit and the progressive kurg, where their gaseous ovens
miners are going into the December
elections with the intention of chuck-
ing him and saving the union by
electing John Brophy.

John L. Lewis, the enemy within
the lines, is a hard-boiled union
wrecker—the most sinister figure in
the American labor movement. We
grant him his boosters. Lots of them.
International organizers getting ten
dollars a day and hotel expenses
(steak for breakfast), to repeat like a
litany over the cigars in the small coal
town lobbies, such lines as this: “John
L. Lewis is the greatest labor leader
in the world.”

And over a bigger cigar, in a big-

ger hotel, John L. Lewis will tell you

substantially the same thing.

But blow aside the cigar smoke and
survey the historical record.

A record of strikebreaking that has

been eating up the union.

Begin with 1919, the year he took

office. That fall, the coal miners’

union at the top of its wartime
strength, took a long vacation. The
miners’ strike, coming as it did, at

the height of the steel strike, the

great American industrialists were
hamstrung with two basic industries

shut down. And then on the army
of half a million coal diggers flut-

tered a tiny scrap of paper from the

hands of A. Mitchell Palmer and
Judge Anderson. Lewis snivelled:

throw red and black tongues into the movement, the separation of the an-

night. Here the Steel Trust gets its thracite from the bituminous miners

readiest supplies of coking coal un- by separately expiring agreements,

disturbed by unionism, for Lewis, like with the calamitous result in the last

his predecessors, keeps hands off the strike that the soft-coal unionists

back yards of Judge Gary. But early scabbed on their hard-coal brothers,

in the great national strike of 1922 And finally the crowning folly of the

the coke field workers walked out Jacksonville agreement— signing up
in spontaneous rebellion. At the same part of the bituminous fields—guar-

time John Brophy, president of the anteeing the operators for three years

central Pennsylvania miners, was or- against a national strike—though no
ganizing the Rockefeller and Ber- other weapon is highly effective in

wind-White fields of Somerset, of this overdeveloped industry,

which Lewis has also been tender. This year the shipments of coal
A hundred thousand former non- to break the British miners’ strike are
union miners in all joined the na- fresh in all minds. But fortunately
tional walkout and saved the union this year also brings the election op-
that would otherwise have been over- portunity to win a new general and
whelmed by scab coal. They defied prepare for a comeback fight before
gunmen and evictions with sustained the union is utterly destroyed. All
fervor. But to the shame of Amer- the progressive forces in the union
ican labor—they were left out of the are lined up behind Brophy and the
strike settlement. Lewis deserted other men on his ticket, Stevenson
them, left them to be destroyed in and Brennan. Brophy’s honesty is un-
futile local strike while their en- stained; his record of militancy
emies were nourished by union coal against the operators is clear; his lead-
from the outside. ership in the Somerset strike was a

The story of the slump of the red-letter chapter in labor’s history,

union since can be read in the clear As the outstanding exponent of Na-
and comprehensive circular letter that tionalization, he has contributed to

John Brophy sent to local unions ac- American labor’s literature on public

cepting his nomination. Two hun- ownership and workers’ control. His
dred thousand members swept away, election will not only wholesomely
The organization destroyed in West affect the entire movement, but it

Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ala- means the saving of the great indus-

bama, Maryland, Oklahoma, Arkan- trial United Mine Workers without

sas and much of Pennsylvania. The which the A. F. of L. is a mere col-

National Miner will tell you further lection of craft unions embracing but

of the betrayal of the Nationalization ten percent of the American workers.
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pickets, for there are no scabs. This

is Red South Wales, where a thou-

sand fights have taught the miners

solidarity and courage.

They are a realistic crowd—these

stern Welsh miners. You should hear

what they say about the General

Council of the Trades Union Con-

gress, which let them down at the
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IN THE RHONDA VALLEY
By CHARLES ASHLEIGH

F
rom one end of the Rhondda cruelties of exploitation, are the

Valley to the other, runs a single Welsh miners, in their fifth month

street It is a thread upon which are of the strike, heroic, stoical, defiant,

strung the mining towns. Starting The towns are not haif deserted

i. - *. i **. Th<«

ually until we reaches upper end, sands. Standing in small groups, here are but few leaders who have their

where the hills close in upon the last and there, discussing the strike news, confidence. Even Cook, once an 1 ,

small town—Mardy. Pouring into halls where meetings was severely criticised for his aacept-

At the bottom of the valley run are held. On their way to the food ance of the Bishops’ mediation pro-

the railroad, the river—a dark stream kitchens. Men, everywhere, who have posals. At meeting after meeting, in

which appears, now and then, be- not been underground for months. the valleys, miners old rank and file

tween buildings — and the road, "Here, in the Miners’ Institute— battlers—would go up to Cook and

which is the main street of each town the building owned by the local lodge ask: “Are you going the same way as

through which it runs. Between the

towns there is no open country. The

villages merge into each other, so that

the traveller never knows for sure

whether he is in Porth or Ynyshir,

Ferndale or Mardy. Along the entire

length of the valley run the great

double-decker trams, bumping and

jarring on the uneven bed of cob-

bles.

There are no large level spaces in

these towns. No parks or spacious

playing-grounds. As you go up the

valley, and it narrows more and more,

you cannot find two streets upon the

same level. From the main street

and railroad—the valley’s twin spinal

cord—the streets are built upon a

series of terraces: three or four streets

upon each side of the centre. But the

word “terraces” is perhaps a mislead-

ing term. It may suggest a picturesque

city of varied planes. With vision

and planning, the Rhondda might in-

deed have been this. Under work-

ers’ control, architects of imagination

would have loved the job of build-

ing a string of terraced cities, like

pearls upon the straight thread of a

splendid central highway.

But here we have only a crowded

jumble of box-like houses, joined

end to end, ugly, cheap and un-

23

would be to lay hands on our Ar-

thur!

They have no intention of going

back to work, the South Wales men,

unless at the original terms of the

Federation. If the leaders accept a

compromise, there will be trouble in

South Wales.

Day after day, in the valleys, it

is the same. Men, men, thousands of

men, heavy-shouldered and heavy-

hipped, even in youth, from their

toil—mining soon thickens muscles.

Not particularly gay—as may well be

expected from men who eat seldom

—iut unafraid and clear-visioned.

These are the Left Wing of the

miners—the soldiers who will fight

to the last.

“We don’t need no mornin’ exercise these days to

Are you going
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keep thin!”

the other blighters?

to let us down?”

The men the Welsh miners stand

by are their own leaders, in the val-

leys—the new Left Wing leaders

of the Miners’ Federation—is the

relief station. Here, the children can

get two meals per day, and some-

1 1
° II times the women. The men must

healthy. These are the miners cot-

* ™ tt _ ^ ci™ thp work- usually content themselves with one.

ers who hew coal for Britain’s in- Wholesome, simple fare, prepared by who have been thrust into promi-

dmtrles volunteer workers, paid for by the nence during the last few years. Ar-

In a' whole street of such houses, contributions of workers—of which thur Horner, of Mardy, for examp e.

there is not one bath-room When the Russian workers have given the ^^^^X^mh^leTMiners’
.1 _?— —* twrtrir Kitjrir- greater amount.

When the miner cannot get a

meal, he tightens his belt, curses a

little more grimly, and turns back

to the street to meet his pals and hear

taken, and there the children piay
whether^ news .

when they cannot play m the street
. ,

outside. Sometimes, the kitchen is
News-that is what they are ever

also a bedroom, if the family is hungering for! How is the strike

jarge> going in other districts? For the

Beyond the houses stretch the Welsh miner is worried sometimes trum) salu nulucI ...t, ....

hills, black with smoke and coal-dust, about rumors that men, in Stafford-
;s wby they trust him. That is why,

up to the summits where dark, ragged shire or Nottinghamshire, or else-
;n Mardy, where the valley narrows

trees stand. Like a symbol of power wJlere; are going back to work. He t0 ;ts end, not a policeman dares to

above the towns, rise the gaunt towers
cannot believe this, and attributes it lay hands on Horner. They are tough

of the mine-shafts, and the giant
tQ^ bos8es> propaganda . boys, the Mardy boys, as anybody in

black heaps of slag.
In gouth Wales, there is no dan- the Rhondda will tell you; and the

ger of scabbing. Th„< i. no need of • “V —

the miner returns from work, black-

ened with coal-dust, he must stand

in a small tin bath, in the kitchen,

and wash the filth of toil from his

body. In the kitchen, also, meals are

taken, and there the children play

* o *

executive of the South Wales Miners

Federation, a Minority Movement

man, and a member of the Commun-

ist Party executive. For years, Hor-

ner has labored among them; and

he has never lied. In the course of

hundreds of speeches, he has never

lied, nor made false promises. “I

believe implicitly and practically in

Lenin’s advice: ‘Tell the workers the

truth,’ ” said Horner to me. And that

They are the Left Wing, I say.

Within the last three months, the

Communist Party has more than

doubled its membership in South

Wales. When Communist or Minor-

ity Movement meetings are held,

they are packed. There is no room

in the halls, and the miners march

up the hill-side, where the meeting

is held upon some high grassy plateau,

from whence the thousands may see

the battle-field below them.

In the valleys of South Wales, rev-

olution is teaching a new, strong les-

son, and a bitter one. She has atten-

tive students. Mention Soviet Rus-

sia to these miners, and you will tap

a source of enthusiasm and confi-

dence. Their fellow workers in Rus-

sia have been helping them more

than anyone else in the world. This

was to be expected, the miners say,

from a country where the workers

rule. Even their children, eating

meals from the relief station, will

tell you that this food comes from

“the Russians.” A link has been

forged here that can never be broken.
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A LETTER FROM TROTSKY
O n my return to Moscow I found defining the net result of the work

on my desk a copy of the Amer- already performed, have not been
lean edition of my book ‘‘Whither refuted in any way, and it is hardly

Russia? Towards Capitalism or So- necessary for us to await any more
cialism?” The book as published by precise indices of our successes and
you makes an excellent impression, achievements. As for the prelimin-

30%, as compared with last year’s lution of new problems as they arise,

production, is a matter of some im- and consequently, the acceleration of
portance, no doubt, but a great step the entire tempo of the socialist evo-

forward will have been taken in lution of the country, will depend
either case and the fundamental con- on a correct estimate and on a cor-

cluions will therefore remain per- rect distribution of the national eco-
fectly valid. nomy, as well as on the entire gen-

Of course, these new conditions
era^ *enc!ency our economic policy.

Certain foreign periodicals have ary or directive figures concerning the

attempted to weaken the conclusions current economic (fiscal) year, these

drawn in my book by reference data were no doubt excessive and have

to the economic difficulties through required certain necessary corrections,

which our country is passing. How But this condition does not inter-

astonishing! Capitalism itself, in its ^ere *n slightest degre with the

development, is constantly passing not fundamental conclusions of my book,

only through periods of boom, but Whether our industrial production is

also through periods of crisis, but increasing this year by 45% or by

the fact of periodic crisis does not

will also involve new difficulties aris- I shall be very glad to think that

ing from the necessity of co-ordinat- mY k°°k will enable the American

ing all the phases of our economy, reader to understand our problems,

and particularly, of preventing in- our mistakes, our successes, and to

dustry—which is the basis of our so- draw the proper conclusions concern-

cialistic construction—from lagging t^e future economic destinies of

behind in the evolution of our na- America itself,

tional economy as a whole. The sur- With communist greetings,

mounting of these difficulties, the so- L. Trotsky

obliterate another more fundamental

fact, namely, that of a progressive

development of the productive forces.

At present, now that European

capitalism is already no longer able

to undertake a systematic expansion

of its productive forces, its theorists

and statesmen take every one of our

economic difficulties as a means of

proving the failure of the socialist

principle in economy. How futile!

Before a realization of the material

and cultural conditions for a har-

monious socialist economy becomes

possible, it will be necessary for us

to pass through a number of dif-

ficulties, which, growing directly out

of our economic development, will

at the same time, more or less, retard

it.

At any rate, one thing is clear and

beyond dispute: in a comparatively

short time we have worked our way
up out of disorganization and fright-

ful poverty only by applying the

centralized national methods of con-

trol of our economy. Had we had
the American technology, the Am-
erican material forces, the qualifica-

tions of the American workers, our

socialist methods of economy would
have yielded incomparably greater re-

sults than under a capitalist regime,

which is necessarily based on an anar-

chic system of competing trusts.

The exposition in my book starts

with the control figures published

by the Gosplan last year. Since that

time these figures have become sub-

ject in part to considerable emen-
dation and correction. Some of the

book’s critics have made use of this

circumstance also, in their attempt

to nullify its basic conclusions. But
their effort is based either on a com-
plete misunderstanding of the ques-

tion or on their own preconceptions.

The General Table of control figures

published by the Gosplan included,

on the one hand, the balance sheets

for the past year of the Soviet econ-
omy; on the other hand, certain pre-
liminary data for the fiscal year
i 9 2 5" i 92 6. The accounting figures,

* This letter was written to Alexander
Trachtenberg- of the International Pub-
lishers, N. Y.
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of twelve have been jailed. Some of the prisoners have been tortured so horribly that the details cannot be told in

print. Henri Barbusse has published a book detailing these awful brutalities.
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P f\ T IT M VC I N ing legS an<* leveIlc<1 rifics cos~ for the cossacks the villain’s accom-“ ” ^ sacks, or than the excited machinery plices, or associated hijackers, thugs

P
otemkin, by the almost unani- Potemkin is a complete break from of the battleship steaming in full and pimps, or a forest fire. Have the

mous consent of those who have anything hitherto known in the art flight before the Czar’s fleet, I have hero racing from what appears to be

ad the privilege of seeing it, has of the motion picture. (Experimen- yet to hear it. Potemkin is a straight the villain’s accomplices, only to find

een nominated the peak achievement tal films like Murphy’s Ballet Me- line narrative, expressed in pictures out in the nick of time that it is not

ti the art of the motion picture. canique and Beaumont’s 0/ What Are of action as simply as in the words they at all but really his friends.

America invented a new vehicle of the Young Films Dreaming
,
while of a folk story, its dramatic value ly- And there you have a good western

xpression ;
Germany gave it cun- splendid in themselves, may here be ing not in situations but in the nat- thriller, American brand.

Ling; Soviet Russia has given it a put aside as serving the craftsman and ural ebb and flow of its emotional in- No, it is more than subject that

duI and a mission in life. America quickening the artist’s imagination to tensity.
.

makes Potemkin so pulsate with ex-

nvented a new machine and put it new possibilities rather than deepen-
#

If subject alone were the founda- citement, so throb with horror and

0 work earning money; Germany en- ing the layman’s vision.) Potemkin tion of Potemkin it would have its awakened sympathy, with hatred for

[eavored to make it conscious of its is a break from the silent drama, from parallel in any number of cheap injustice and understanding of the

possibilities; Russia accepts it entirely situations. It might be called rather, American thrillers. Substitute for the insulted and injured.. It is the com-

s the perfect means of expressing her silent narrative. But we should have sailors the hero, and for the crowds prehension, the social vision that

lew life, the life of our mechanical to drop the adjective, for if anything on shore, the good people of the makes the subject; it is these things

ge and of masses of men. can be more eloquent than the march- town; for the officers the villian, and expressed with emotional power; it

is the perfect understanding of form
in the art of the motion picture. It

is the formal arrangement of subject

that piles thrill upon horror and re-

lease upon thrill, that makes even

machinery emotional and endows hu-

ll
man brutality with the stupidity and
fearsomeness of machinery. Action,

suspense, crisis, release, quickening

tempo, resolution of conflicting ele-

)<’ ments—all these are the formal stuff

of Potemkin . After the revolt of the

sailors is the calm of ships resting

quietly in the harbor of Odessa. Af-
ter the sunlight and joy of the crew

freed of their oppressors, after the

awe and visioning of the crowds on

P| shore at the humble resting-place of

iff! their martyr, comes the uneasy sleep

H of the sailors, the mounting shadow
of further oppression on the part of

the Czar’s fleet, the fearful race for

life working up to a frenzy of ex-

citement, and the sudden release in

the knowledge that escape is assured.

j) Poetic justice. Curtain.

All this may be “life itself,” but

it is life arranged by an artist to give

a unity of approach and understand-

ing. The fact that the director of

Potemkin has used masses of men
rather than individuals to express his

mass drama (the masses are never

mobs but streams of individuals made
* one in suffering and one in joy and
one in resolve) is also a formal ele-

!*ment. It is an element native to the

art of the motion picture.

Edwin Seaver

'S

NEW MASSES BALL
Webster Hall will be the scene

a mac^ reve* °f £ayety—^ will be

i all color and confusion—when the

l
jazz band starts playing on the night

of Friday, December 3rd for the

New Masses Workers and Peasants

Ball. The boys and girls are get-

ting out their smocks and high boots,

their gay sashes and handkerchiefs.

There will be Russians, Georgians,

DRAWINGS BY REGINALD MARSH Cossacks, Mujiks, Gypsies. There

iiu nFMA^nATi^ Aimer mis* a will be Czecho-Slovaks, Bohemians,
IN DEMOCRATIC AMERICA

Rumanians, Bulgarians, Lithuanians,

“Your statue of Liberty waves a magic wand which will reveal to me unknown depths, things which will stir Poles—all in their national costumes,

within me the greatest emotions, aspirations and inspirations . . . My own people let me go grudgingly, ’ cries the Queen Some will come simply in workers’
t0 A

“And
C

ml" “i ^sfy^tha'tTcomf wUh^eat message of love, with a great, hope in my heart, a great desire bIo“ses on the ha®mer and

. . . May we strengthen the bonds of affection and understanding which already exist.” syckle are emblazoned. Come.

P
otemkin, by the almost unani-

mous consent of those who have

had the privilege of seeing it, has

been nominated the peak achievement

in the art of the motion picture.

America invented a new vehicle of

expression ;
Germany gave it cun-

ning; Soviet Russia has given it a

soul and a mission in life. America

invented a new machine and put it

to work earning money; Germany en-

deavored to make it conscious of its

possibilities; Russia accepts it entirely

as the perfect means of expressing her

new life, the life of our mechanical

age and of masses of men.

Potemkin is a complete break from

anything hitherto known in the art

of the motion picture. (Experimen-

tal films like Murphy’s Ballet Me-
canique and Beaumont’s Of What Are

the Young Films Dreaming, while

splendid in themselves, may here be

put aside as serving the craftsman and

quickening the artist’s imagination to

new possibilities rather than deepen-

ing the layman’s vision.) Potemkin

is a break from the silent drama, from

situations. It might be called rather,

silent narrative. But we should have

to drop the adjective, for if anything

can be more eloquent than the march-

ing legs and levelled rifles of the cos-

sacks, or than the excited machinery

of the battleship steaming in full

flight before the Czar’s fleet, I have

yet to hear it. Potemkin is a straight

line narrative, expressed in pictures

of action as simply as in the words

of a folk story, its dramatic value ly-

ing not in situations but in the nat-

ural ebb and flow of its emotional in-

tensity.

If subject alone were the founda-

tion of Potemkin it would have its

parallel in any number of cheap

American thrillers. Substitute for the

sailors the hero, and for the crowds

on shore, the good people of the

town; for the officers the villian, and
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syckle are emblazoned. Come!
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jEast Windy by Amy Lowell. Hough-
ton Mifflin Company . $2,25.

All of the thirteen narrative poems

in East Wind show a neat, expert

craftsmanship; they make mildly in-

teresting reading. After the book has

been closed, odd scraps of plots even

continue to stick in the memory.

It is Amy Lowell who won last

year’s Pulitzer prize with her What's

O'clock
,
and I do not see why East

Wind should not be given the same

award. The present volume is of the

prize-winning variety—in fact, it is

New England again, with teak-wood

tables and clipper-ships and Deserted

Houses with Strange, Tragic Stories,

all of them giving the outward ap-

pearance of reality, but truly quite

thin and hollow. The area Amy Low-
ell chose to cultivate was small, and

it happened to lie within a rose gar-

den that blooms perennially.

The queer part of it is that once

there was a superstition in America

that Amy Lowell had something to

say. The superstition was grounded,

probably, on a manifesto that she and

other budding Imagists issued to the

world, a manifesto that, in the vil-

lainous ’teens, was mistaken for a rev-

olutionary doctrine. And that was

Amy Lowell’s career. How dear she

was to the heart of anyone, any

magazine editor or critic, wishing and

wishing he, too, might be known as

modern and daring, and yet, after

all, safe! For the fact is that Amy
Lowell, in spite of her free verse,

was anything but free in her use of

the actual forces of life, always sub-

stituting for the actuality an ap-

proved, tame, lithographic imitation

of it.

The material in East Wind is ex-

actly of the type that the bogus

among New England writers have es-

tablished as being truly New Eng-

land. There are herein:

“ . . the two Misses Perkins.

They were a whiff

Of eighteen-forty, and I rather liked

To talk to them and then come back

and play

Debussy, and thank God I had read

Freud . .”

But do not be mistaken; the Debus-

sy and Freud referred to are merely

names ; they are meant to be “whiffs”

of the twentieth century, teasers.

And again there is a regular, hon-

est-to-God New England grand-

father:

“Grandfather was smoking as he always did

Just before sunset until supper time.

I sidled in and wandered round the room

Staring at the book-backs I knew by heart,

And fingering the pistols Great Uncle John

Had used in Egypt on his famous tour,

And pretty soon Grandfather saw me there,

“Well, Jim,” said he, taking his spectacles

off . . .”

And again there is tragedy:

“Joe warn’t concerned, he said he’d be

all right come Spring,

But he warn’t. . . .”

It is not that Amy Lowell is in

any way evasive, prone to dodge and

find shelter in tissue-paper tragedies

and dramatics; her stories are about

very profound and epic people and

situations; but the verse-stories them-

selves are merely, at best, charming.

There will be one more volume of

Amy Lowell’s poetry to delight The

New York Times and the Bookman .

Kenneth Fearing

SOVIET SCHOOLS
Education in Soviet Russia, by Scott

Nearing . International Publishers.

Pafery
50c,

Said Shishkov, Minister of Instruc-

tion, with the approval of the Czar

and in his presence:

“Knowledge is useful only when,

like salt, it is used in small quantities

according to the people’s circum-

stances and their needs. . . . To teach

the mass of people, or even the ma-

jority of them, how to read will bring

more harm than good.’”

Says Lunacharsky, Bolshevik Com-
missar of Education: “The finest con-

quest of Communism will be a re-

naissance of art and the sciences

—

this is the most sublime objective of

human evolution. Marx told us that

the only goal worthy of humanity is

the greatest possible enlargement of

all human faculties.”

In the contrast between these two

declarations, one has in epitome the

ultimate meaning of the Bolshevik

revolution. Obscurantism conquered

by poetic vision—that is in the high-

est sense the Russian revolution. 1917
was no mere politico-economic over-

turn ; it was—and it is this that makes

it perhaps the most important event

since the dawn of history—it was a

stupendous cultural revolution. Not
for bread alone did the martyrs of

the struggle against capitalist-czarism

lay down their lives. Bread for

the body, to be sure, but only that

the spirit of man might thrive and

grow vigorous and beautiful. Lenine,

Trotsky, Dj erzshinsky, Lunacharsky

and the rest are apostles of poetry

and love—let us not lose sight of

that, for all the welter of blood, pov-

erty and fire into which they so he-
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Love’s Pilgrimage
By Upton Sinclair

Out of print 15 years. Book
stores have asked $7.50 for it.

New edition now ready.
v

Jack Londont “It stands alone—there
is no book like it.”

Israel Zangwill : “It seems to me to
be literature of a high order.”

Eden Phillpotts : “I am full of en-
thusiasm for this splendid work
of art.”

Robert Herrick : “You will want my
opinion of its frank speaking, of
course. It is about the frankest
book I have ever seen in Eng-
lish, and yet it is perfectly clean
in every word. That is much. As
compared with a novel like Su-
dermann’s ‘Song of Songs,’ it is

as mountain brook water to a
sewer.

Frederik von Eeden: “It is surely
your greatest book, and very near-
ly one of the great books of the
world. . . You give wooing, mar-
riage, pregnancy, birth in great
classic lines. . . It is one of

the best things in English lit-

erature. Of course, you will be
attacked and decried, but that is

all right. This book will make
your world fame. Even the Rus-
sians will appreciate it.”

663 pp., Cloth $2.00, Paper $1.25

UPTON SINCLAIR
Pasadena, California

Marie A. Billington

Linens

17 W. 8th St.

Novelties

New York City
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roically plunged to save the en-

chained masses of Russia and the

world. It is to make realities of the

ideals of these men that the educators

of Soviet Russia are bending their

energies.

Immediately after their seizure of

power in 1917 the Bolsheviks

launched a vast educational and cul-

tural movement. But civil war, in-

vasions from all sides, famine, pov-

erty, economic breakdown arrested

progress. The years since 1921 and

’22 have afforded a breathing-spell.

The forces released from the military

fronts have been swung into the eco-

nomic and educational fronts. The
educational life of Russia is accord-

ingly dominated by ex-soldiers of the

Red Army as students, teachers and

administrators. They have instilled

into Soviet educational activity that

efficiency, that esprit-de-corps, that

sense of knowing-what-the-fight’s-all-

about, that made the Red Army the

effective fighting force it has proven

itself to be.

In his book Education in Soviet

Russia Scott Nearing makes report of

his observations in two months as cor-

respondent on this educational front

in Soviet Russia. He visited some

seventy schools of many grades and

types. His book is a meaty, system-

atic, cautious, impersonal exposition

of what he saw. It could scarcely have

been more detached if it were a trea-

tise on the mineralogy of Madagas-

car. And herein lies the chief defect

of the book. Nearing was viewing a

miracle in the making—a miracle in-

finitely more beautiful, more marvel-

lous, more mightily significant, than

any ever concocted by soothsayer or

religioso. But the author of Educa-
tion in Soviet Russia

, afraid that his

book will be regarded as red propa-

ganda, writes as if he were not great-

ly moved by the wonder and power
in the great cultural surge he is

studying.

The Russians have scrapped the

old educational system almost in its

entirety. In laying the foundations

of the new educational system they

are studying the works of the most

advanced educators of the West,

adapting their theories and principles

to Russian uses. Naturally, since con-

ditions in Russia are so unique and

the educational objectives of Russia

so different from those obtaining in

the rest of the world, the Russians

have improvised distinctive techniques

and invented new educational forms.

As a result, Russia is a vast experi-

mental laboratory of education to

which educators from the world over

are destined to come for study.

The Soviet government aims to

create a society of individuals who
will practice that highest form of

individualism—an individualism
trained, self-dependent and vital yet

cognizant of social relationships and

the necessity of social responsibility.

The educational methods, therefore,

current in capitalist society, aiming

only to make more efficient but more
docile wage slaves, would not do for

Revolutionary Russia.

The phase of educational life

which is the most distinctly novel

and significant is school administra-

tion. The liberal-minded reader of

Education in Soviet Russia will be

astonished and refreshed by the de-

gree to which the administration of

Russian schools has been democrat-

ized and socialized with respect to

teachers, pupils and community con-

trol. Those tired radicals and others

given to heart-ache because Russia

has overthrown the tyranny of czar

and noble only to replace it with the

“tyranny” of a group of repressive

“fanatics” had better explain why
“democratic” America has such a

vilely autocratic educational hier-

archy, and why it is possible for the

“tyrants” of Soviet Russia to permit

a perfectly democratic system of

school administration.

S.S. Adamson
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GEORGE STERLING
Lilith

,
by George Sterling. Introduc-

tion by Theodore Dreiser. Macmil-
lan . $1,50.

Strange Waters
,
by George Sterling .

Privately printed.

Last year Holt published George

Sterling’s selected poems. This year,

with the publication of Lilith
y Mac-

millan continues the laudable enter-

prise of rescuing Sterling from the

great open spaces where men are re-

altors and poets are public curiosi-

ties, subject to crucifixion in the de

luxe editions of local “artist prin-

ters” and betrayed by death into the

hands of the bad sculptors of San

Francisco’s Bohemian Club.

The fates have not been kind to

George Sterling. He is and always

has been a poet, and a reasonably in-

dulgent destiny would have permit-

ted him to be himself, write his own
poetry and obtain recognition for ex-

actly what he was. Instead, look what

has happened to him.

Born on Long Island, of a long

line of sea-faring forebears, he mi-

grated to California in his youth, not

as a poet, for he did not begin to

write until his late twenties, but as

an adventurous young man who found
the job of helping his uncle make
money out of Oakland real estate not

altogether to his liking. Accordingly

he discovered socialism, which was

excellent. Simultaneously, however,

he was discovered by Ambrose Bierce,

which was almost fatal. At that time

Bierce was the literary arbiter of San

Francisco—the “literary Leviathan of
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the Pacific Coast,” as he is naively

described by a local litterateur of the

period. Bierce had been a cavalry

captain in the Civil War and his lit-

erary manners were always somewhat

military, to say the least. As a cre-

ative writer he was pretty much of

a failure and probably knew it. His

short stories entitle him to a rating

greatly below Poe and not much
above Fitz James O’Brien. His crit-

icism was bigoted, bitter and unin-

formed. Nevertheless, he was the

high priest of his parish—the Men-
cken of his time and place. A vigor-

ous personality and a talented styl-

ist, he compensated for a nagging
sense of creative impotence in two
ways: by decapitating literary and
other nonenities every week in the

columns of Hearst’s Examiner; and
by imposing a set of very limited

ideas on the young writers who sur-

rounded him, including George Ster-

ling.

Bierce’s philosophy was a provin-

cial Nietzscheism, reinforced by a

shallow and defensive misanthropy.

His poetic credo was simple. He be-

lieved that poetry consisted of cosmic

gestures clothed in beautiful words.

He had the stupidity and the im-

pudence to tell this to Sterling, who,
being young, humble, and art-struck,

listened not wisely but too well, and
ever since has been diluting the gen-

uine poetry which is his with the

false rhetoric which is some one’s

else.

Perhaps this is not a fair or ac-

curate explanation of why Sterling’s

productive years have not yielded as

much good poetry as they should

have. However, it is pleasant to

abuse Bierce and unthinkable to abuse

Sterling, the worth of whose best

poetry is rivalled only by his worth
as a “poetic person”—the phrase is

Max Eastman’s—a person whose un-
failing generosity of spirit has won
him the devoted friendship of many
of the best writers of his time. One
of them was Jack London, who made
literary material of him in one of
his worst books. Another is Theodore
Dreiser, who contributes a preface to

the present reprint of Lilith first

published in 1919.
At first thought, it might seem

strange to find our greatest natural-

istic novelist introducing the work of
a poet who is nothing if not roman-
tic. It is not so strange. In the first

place, Dreiser is a poet in his own
right and curiously enough a roman-
tic poet. He belongs to Sterling’s

generation and thinks of poetry in

similar terms; that is to say, in ro-

mantic terms, disdainful of realism
either in language or thought.

In the second place, although one
may not in the least agree with Drei-
ser’s detailed estimate of the poem,
his instinct is right. Lilith

,
despite its

outmoded “poetic” language, its neo-
Elizabethan rhetoric, is a substantial

and important piece of work. It is

that because it conveys honestly and

movingly the life-experience of a

genuine poet; the verbal trappings

are obsolete, but they don’t essenti-

ally matter.

“The deepest impression I take af-

ter several readings of this exalted

lyric drama,” writes Dreiser, “is one

of noble and even ecstatic lines and

thoughts—a theme and form as

severe and as beautiful as the draper-

ies of Phidias, yet suffused with a

sensitive and sensuous mood convey-

ing beauty and passion as rich and
moving as light in jewels and wine,

and thoughts as flashing and irradiat-

ing as light gleaming through crys-

tals or rubies.”

The poem has a deeper import

than this. Lilith, the incarnation of

sensual pleasure, is the most profound

reality that Sterling, with his simple

and direct pleasure-pain philosophy,

has experienced. It is his truth, and
he is loyal to it. But he is also loyal

to his idealistic social passion, which
all Bierce’s misanthropic diatribes

were unable to disturb. Out of this

conflict grows the poem, and it holds

firmly as a real thing, despite all the

rhetoric, despite the stagy lyrics, de-

spite everything.

Dreiser urges that Lilith be

given stage production and one cor-

dially seconds the motion. It is bet-

ter than anything that Stephen Phil-

lips or Sam Benelli ever wrote. One
is moved, however, to plead desper-

ately: Don’t put it in plain clothes.

Declaim the rhetoric for what it is

worth, because after all it is worth a

good deal. Let’s have the moonlight,

the roses, the castles and the tombs

—

they are also good ; and if the sternly

modernistic highbrows ask more, the

poem does not lack a genuine core

of thought and feeling.

There remains the less agreeable

task of denouncing Sterling’s latest

influence. About three years ago Rob-
inson Jeffers, then practically un-

known, sent Sterling a copy of his

first privately printed edition of

Tamar. Sterling, who has always

cared more about poetry than he has

cared about himself, behaved char-

acteristically. He declared that
Tamar was firstrate work, which
was both generous and just. But he
went further and declared that, m
comparison with Jeffers, he, Sterling,

was a nobody, which was neither just

nor relevant. That was bad enough,
but there was worse to come. Sterling

has just issued privately a narrative

poem called Strange Waters> frank-

ly in imitation of Jeffers. Strange
Waters is easily the worst thing

Sterling has ever written. It has

nothing whatever in it except some
very unconvincing incest and a lot of
bad writing. Incidentally, it is per-

haps a serviceable criticism of Jeffers,

because it unconsciously parodies his

worst faults.— James Rorty
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THAT DEAR PARIS
Paris in the Revolution, By G, Le-

ndtre. Brcntano’s. $4.50.

The Paris known now to our sav-

iours of democracy—and of hungry

grisettes—the Paris of endless boule-

vards making the circuit of the poorer

quarters, of broad, wind-swept thor-

oughfares running straight through

them, of easy approaches and huge

railroad depots—in short, the Paris

that can be, at less than an hour’s no-

tice, swamped with soldiers drawn

from half a dozen nearby depart-

ments, raked with artillery fire and

taught its manners by any govern-

ment that may happen to be in power

—that safe and sane metropolis, suc-

cessor to a distinctly umaio. and oc-

casionally insane one, was built about

sixty-five years ago upon the wreck-

age of the older city by Baron Hauss-

mann, a creature of Napolean the Lit-

tle. But despite the Baron’s ruthless

destruction of a great many old rook-

eries, there are plenty of vestiges left

of the revolutionary Paris of 1789-

1794.

An exceedingly useful, scholarly

monomaniac, who, for the last thirty

years or so, has written a multitude

of fascinating volumes about this or

that phase of the French Revolution,

has traced, discovered, inspected

every quarter of the town, every

street, alley, house, staircase, garden,

shop, corridor, doorknob, in any way
connected with the story of the

French Revolution and made of his

findings, a good many years ago, a

wonderfully entertaining and in-

structive book, now made accessible

to American readers by the enterprise

of Brentano’s.

Both the pen-name of this emi-

nently useful specialist—G. Lenotre

—and his real name—Gosselin—are

probably unknown to ninety-five out

of every hundred readers of The
New Masses. If they will take my
advice and buy or borrow every Le-

notre volume they can lay hands on,

I anticipate a harvest of delighted

gratitude. There never was a writer

who carried a staggering load of de-

tailed historical information with

more facile grace than Lenotre. With
a maniac’s persistency of minute re-

search, and with the exhaustless talent

of a bom story-teller, he has told, in

a literary output of nineteen or twen-

ty volumes dealing with nothing else

under the moon save the French Re-
volution, all there is to tell about the

intimate story of the great tragedy,

its heroes, semi-heroes, valets, com-
edians, uncles and aunts. Did you

know that Robespierre had a sister,

who nagged him, tyrannized over

him, survived him for more than

forty years and drew pensions from

the Directorate, the Consulate, the

Empire, Louis XVIII, Charles the

Tenth and Louis Philippe? Did you

know that Forquier-Tinville kept the

clerks in his prosecuting attorney’s of-

fice at work for fourteen or sixteen

hours at a stretch, by the threat of the

guillotine, and that he actually caused

one of them to be guillotined, four

encourager les autres

?

Did you know

that Sanson, the celebrated execu-

tioner, asked the National Conven-

tion for an extra gratuity of 20,000

francs and obtained part of it “be-

cause he and his assistants were con-

stantly spoiling their shoes and

clothes, which were every day soaked

with blood”? Did you know that

Hebert, editor of the abominably

foul-mouthed “Pere Duchesne,” was

in private life a simpering, sentimen-

tal Puritan? Did you know that Post-

master Drouet—he who stopped the

flight of the King at Varennes—was

a socialist, and a fellow-conspirator

of Babceuf? Or that the celebrated

Santerre, whose drummers drowned

with their noise the King’s dying

speech, took under an assumed name

the post of secretary to a returned

aristocrat after the Restoration, ex-

pecting daily to be found out and to

be torn to pieces?

Of course, you didn’t know any of

these grimly ludicrous details— get

the works of Lenotre and read up on

them, and a hundred others, in the

firm assurance that his minuteness

will never bore you. I think I can

best explain to the reader the peculiar

style and merit of Paris in the French

Revolution by a comparison with

Charles Dickens.

There is something of the true

Dickens flavor, that infectious relish

of the narrator in his own descrip-

tion, about the Parisian rambles of

Lenotre— and the queerest thing

about it is, that his rambles are taken

in a reconstructed Paris—a feudal,

Gothic, narrow, picturesquely dirty

city that has, for the most part, ceased

to exist! You do not care to know
where Robespierre lived, and with
whom, and what became of his land-

lord and the house he lived in? Are
you not interested in the bath of

Marat, or the fashions of Madame
Roland, or in the quarrel between

the Cordeliers and the Jacobins?

Open Lenotre’s Paris
, anywhere,

read half a dozen pages, and see what
happens to you; you will presently

feel that Robespierre’s stock of

clothes and Marat’s sulphur-bath are

incomparably more interesting than

any modern newspaper scandal casu-

ally brought under your notice. In

conclusion, I hasten to add that these

whim-whams are by no means all

there is to the book—it contains, in

addition to the fascinating trifles, in-

teresting matter of considerable his-

torical importance. The translation

is perfect, the typography good, and
the volume contains a few remark-

ably fine reproductions of revolu-

tionary portraits. James Fuchs
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$1,510 at our office, 39 West 8th St.

SCIENTIFIC BIDDING
With Approved Leads and Con

•

densed Laws of Auction
By Ellis O. Jones,

Formerly of “Life” and Other
Publications

Simplifies and Standardizes Bid-

ding as never 'before

NO MORE REHASH. Entirely

Original System on newly-discovered

principles.

Mr. Jones has found what others

have sought in vain: The precise

basis for a minimum bid without

the mathematical minutia which mars

other systems.

“BOUND TO CREATE A LOT OF
DISCUSSION,” says one expert.

For beginners or advanced students.

Makes poor players good and good

players better. Written in a delight-

fully easy and incisive style.

Price $2.00 at bookstores or

OLIVER PUBLISHING CO.
Columbus, O.

THE GRAPHIC PRESS
39 WEST 8lh STREET I* STUTVESANT 4411



3<> NEW MASSES

FOUR SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS OFFERS

Unlike most babies, the NEW MASSES
is able to sit up and take interest in its first

Christmas. So let's all get together and
make its first Christmas worth while. Send
the books listed below to your friends. Sub-
scriptions to the NEW MASSES to your
enemies! Start something!

!

OFFER NO. ONE
One volume of the MODERN LIBRARY (any

title) with one year’s subscription to

NEW MASSES—$2.50

Suggestions:—Anatole France, Dostoyevsky, Tur-

genev, Flaubert, Schnitzler, Gautier

Complete list on request

OFFER NO. TWO
MRS. SOCRATES

—

Fritz Mauthner
MY HERESY

—

Bishop Wm. Montgomery Brown
JACOB’S WELL

—

Pierre Benoit
OIL IMPERIALISM

—

Louis Fisher
WHITHER ENGLAND

—

Leon Trotsky

Any one of the above, or any two volumes of the

MODERN LIBRARY with one year’s sub-

scription to NEW MASSES—$3.00

OFFER NO. THREE
AVOWALS

—

George Moore
LITERATURE & REVOLUTION—Leon Trotsky
WEDLOCK

—

L onis Wasserman
THE GOLDEN DAY

—

Lewis Mumford
ARE THE JEWS A RACE?

—

Karl Kaatsky
NEW SPOON RIVER

—

Edgar Lee Masters
BROKEN EARTH

—

Maurice Hindus

Any one of the above with one year’s subscription

to NEW MASSES—$3.50

OFFER NO. FOUR
MORE MILES

—

Harry Kemp
TAR

—

Sherwood Anderson
POEMS OF FRANCOIS VILLON
VIRGIN SPAIN

—

Waldo Frank
ALICE IN WONDERLAND 1 (Complete in

THRU THE LOOKING GLASS VOne Volume)
THE HUNTING OF THE SNARK J

—Lewis Carroll

Any one of the above with one year’s subscription

to NEW MASSES—$4.00

NEW MASSES
39 West Eighth Street

NEW YORK

PATTERN FOR A LABOR LEADER
If I Were a Labour Leader

,
by

Sir E. J, P. Benn , New York,

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926. $1,75.

Can you imagine what a small

American capitalist publisher would

do if he were a labor leader? Would
he, do you think, act very differ-

ently from the way in which Mr.
William Green is conducting the af-

fairs of the American Federation of

Labor? Mr. Green, be it remem-
bered, is a popular speaker with

Chambers of Commerce and is one

of the strongest advocates of co-oper-

ation with capital to increase effici-

ency in production. He entertains

the fond hope that in this way em-
ployers may be induced to raise the

wages and shorten the hours of the

specially privileged skilled workmen
now organized in the A. F. of L.

Nothing is said of what will become
of the vast mass of unskilled workers

whose numbers are bound to increase

as industrialism matures.

Alarmed by the General Strike, Sir

E. J. P. Benn, publisher, hereditary

baronet and “confessed” capitalist

—

his confessions have recently been
published by Scribner’s—hastens to

advance his theories of how the ap-

proved model labor leader should be-

have. His theory does not differ

much, as far as I can see, from the

class collaboration policy of most
American labor leaders. Capitalism,

he argues, is capable of serving the

mass of the people satisfactorily if the

trade unions will only quit throwing
sand in the machinery. If the trade

Statement of the Ownership, Manage-
ment, Circulation, Etc., Required by
the Act of Congress of Aug. 24, 1912.
Of New Masses, published monthly at

New York, N. Y. for Oct. 1, 1926.

State of New York:
County of New York

Before me, a Notary Public in and for

the State and county aforesaid, personally

appeared Ruth Stout, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that she is the Business Manager of

the New Masses and that the following

is, to the best of her knowledge and be-

lief, a true statement of the ownership,

management (and if a daily paper, the

circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publi-

cation for the date shown in the above

caption, required by the Act of August 24,

1912, embodied in section 411, Postal Laws
and Regulations printed on the reverse of

this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of

the publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business managers are:

Publisher, New Masses, Inc., 39 West
8 Street, N. Y., Editor, Michael Gold, 39

West 8 Street, N. Y. Managing Editor,

Egmont Arens, 39 West 8 Street, N. Y.,

Business Manager, Ruth Stout, 39 West 8

Street, N. Y.

2. That the owner is New Masses, Inc.,

39 West 8 Street, N. Y. Am. Fund for

Public Service, Inc., 70 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Pres., Scott Nearing, 70 Fifth Ave., Eliza-

beth Gurley Flynn, Sec., 70 Fifth Ave.

Vice-Pres., Robert Morss Lovett, 70 Fifth

Ave. Morris L. Ernst, Treas., 70 Fifth

Ave.

unions will turn a deaf ear to the

advice of the communists and “the

long-haired revolutionary type of la-

bour leader,” and will frankly accept

the theory that “the object of Trade

Unionism is to promote industrial

prosperity for the general benefit of

all” within the capitalist system, then

Great Britain will be able to rival

the United States in prosperity, and

unemployment, etc., will gradually

be eliminated.

Just what you would expect from

an enlightened British capitalist! Mr.
Benn realistically accepts the exist-

ence of a strong trade union move-

ment. Its leaders must be persuaded

to be reasonable. If he were doing

business in the U. S. A., he would

most likely be an “enlightened” open

shopper like Henry S. Dennison, or,

if he were unfortunately cursed with

a group of organized workers in his

employ, an adherent of the “B. and

O. Plan.”

There is a difference between this

type of capitalist and the Judge Gary
type. But in the last analysis, it is a

difference in degree, and not in kind.

If America is ever faced with a gen-

eral strike, the Dennisons and the

Willards will be lined up with the

Garys against the workers. But be-

fore that situation can arise, the

American Labor Movement will have
to produce some Cooks and Purcells

and its counsellors will have to grow
much more of the mythical revolu-

tionary hair.

Roland A . Gibson

3. That the known bondholders, mort-
gagees, and other security holders own-
ing or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other

securities are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above,

giving the names of the owners, stock-

holders, and security holders, if any, con-

tain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the

books of the company but also, in cases

where the stockholder or security holder

appears upon the books of the company as

trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,

the name of the person or corporation for

whom such trustee is acting, is given; also

that the said two paragraphs contain state-

ments embracing affiant’s full knowledge
and belief as to the circumstances and con-

ditions under which stockholders and se-

curity holders who do not appear upon the

books of the company as trustees, hold stock

and securities in a capcaity other than that

of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has

no reason to believe that any other per-

son, association, or corporation has any

interest direct or indirect in the said stock,

bonds, or other securities than as so stated

by him.

Ruth Stout

Signature of business manager

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

5th day of October, 1926.

Charles E. Davis

Notary Public New York Co.

N. Y. Co. Clerk’s No. 31, Reg. No. 7033.

My commission expires March 10. 1927.

(SEAL)
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Raskin Tucker Veblen Haeckel
Tolstoi Shaw Bellamy Buckle
Marx Wells Morris Lecky
Lenin London Darwin
Kropotkin Sinclair

George

3i

Draper
Postgate
Cankar

and
others

$'
1 $1 Rooks at 50^ Each

and
Full SwndardS^odern, Easyto-K^
printed 10 Large,

Or Join the Vanguard and
pay only 40 cents a volume

ai

/f\ NOW You Can OWN All These Great Works
Here are the famous masterpieces—the books you need to understand thoroughly the mode

THESE BOOKS READY
ORDER YOURS TODAY
Social Science Classics

RUSKIN’S VIEWS OF SOCIAL JUS-
TICE—John Ruskin. Edited by
James Fuchs

WAR—PATRIOTISM—PEACE

—

Leo Tol-
stoi. Introduction by Scott Nearing

THE ESSENTIALS OF MARX—Karl
Marx. Edited by Algernon Lee

IMPERIALISM. THE STATE AND
REVOLUTION—N. Lenin

THE CONDUEST OF BREAD—Peter
Kropotkin

WELLS’ SOCIAL ANTICIPATIONS—H.
G. Wells. Edited by Harry W.
Laidler

THEORY OF THE LEISURE CLASS—
Thorstein Veblen

THE STATE

—

Franz Oppenheimer
PROGRESS AND POVERTY — Henry

George. (Abridged.)
INDIVIDUAL LIBERTY — Benjamin R.

Tucker. Edited by C. L. S.
LONDON’S ESSAYS OF REVOLT—Jack

London. Edited by Leonard D. Abbott

Current Social Science
Studies

NEG
Jl0.^i-«AB0R IN THE united
STATES*—Charles H. Wesley

OUT OF THE PAST—R. W. Postgate
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF SCIENTIFIC

SOCIALISM—A. S. Sachs
NEW TACTICS IN SOCIAL CONFLICT—

Symposium. Edited by Harry W.
Laidler and Norman Thomas

WHAT IS SINGLE TAX?

—

Louis F. PostTHE BRITISH GENERAL STRIKE —
Scott Nearing

Radical Fiction
LOOKING BACKWARD—Edward BellamyNews from nowhere - winiS

Morris

JjJ
EJ U N G LE—Upton Sinclair

^ER
J^
EY

,

8 JUSTICE — Ivan Cankar.
Translated by Louis Adamic

Educational Outlines
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Hundreds of New Titles
Soon to Be Announced

Here are the famous masterpieces—the books you need to understand thoroughly the modern world nnd
the influences that are moulding it. These are books you have always wanted to possess You mav havi
bought a few—but their cost has prohibited your investing in many. Now you can Build Your Tihrarv
the Vanguard Way owning ten of these books where you would ordinarily have bought one or two—fiftv
where you might have bought ten, and so on. We also invite you to join the Vanguard Book Soci^tv
and cooperate with prominent men and women, leaders of the liberal and labor movements in on fl nf
most ambitious publishing enterprises of the age. ’

“Vanguard” Is Run for EDUCATION, Not for Profit
Only because a group of pioneers standing for truth and social justice have undertaken to finance
this enterprise can YOU secure these splendid editions of great authors at 50 cents a volume or at 40 cents
if you join the Vanguard Book Society. Even in Germany, where the price of books is lower than any-
where else, the Vanguard offer would be considered impossible. Vanguard is destined to be the Ford ofBook Publishing. Vanguard has eliminated “dead wood” as well as so called “best sellers ” Vanguard has
cut the usual publishing overhead and arranged for uniform mass production of standard works which are
in constant demand by students, educators, libraries and others. The Vanguard volume is the type of book
usually sold at $2 and $3. Present your friends with Vanguard books. A set of five or ten volumes is a
gift any intelligent person will appreciate.

Join and Save 20%
Although 50c is the lowest price possi-
ble on single volume sales, by joining
the Vanguard Book Society you can
obtain Vanguard books at a special and
exclusive discount of 20 percent, off
the regular price. Members will also
receive free subscription to the Van-
guard Book Review and the privilege
of buying certain special volumes
which will not be offered to the gen-
eral public. We urge all who appreci-
ate the power of cooperation, book-
lovers, educators, students to join the
Vanguard Book Society.

Special FREE MEMBERSHIP
Secure all the advantages of member-
ship in the Vanguard Book Society

WITHOUT COST by this special offer.

A quick response will make you a

charter member together with those

prominent men and women who have
organized this society.

Plan A—Send in 92.50 money order or
check for which we will send yon
your choice of any five books here

^advertised and a FREE member-
""ship certificate in the Vanguard
Book Society.

Plan B—Send In $1.00, which is the
regular fee for a membership cer-
tificate, and indicate any one book
advertised and we will send it

free.

\fon6uardPress® Inc.
Dept 18, No. 80 Fifth Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

An Educational Press
Run Without Profit

Vanguard of Thought for the
Vanguard of Humanity

Vanguard Books are the works of the great thinkers who have
won their place in history—and of the rebel and realistic writers
of our own day. Vanguard books fearlessly deal with life and its
varied problems. Vanguard books blaze the path of social and
individual progress.

Order now and possess “first editions” of the Vanguard Series,
which later yon will prize highly. As the editions now ready are
limited, first come will be first served. Use the attached coupon.

~~
«JiUin andMail To-day

Vanguard Press Inc., Dept. 18,
80 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

For the enclosed $ please send books checked
below:

If you are joining the Vanguard Book Society.
MARK Plan A—$2.50. 5 books and membership free.
X (Additional books at 40c each.)

HERE Plan B—$1.00. Membership and 1 free book.)
(Additional books at 40c each.)

. . .Buskin's Social Justice ...The State ...Yerney's Justice

...War—Patriotism—Peace ...Negro Labor in II. S. ...A B C of Evolution

...Essentials of Marx ...Out of the Past ...A B C of Astronomy

...Imperialism—Revolution ...Basic Principles Scien- ...A B C of Physics
. . . Conquest of Bread tifle Socialism . . . The Descent of Man
...Wells's Social Antleipa- ...New Tactics in Social ...Riddle of the Universe

tions Conflict ...History of Civilization
.. .Progress and Poverty ...What Is Single Tax? in England
... Individual Liberty .. .British General Strike ...History of European
...London's Essays of ...Looking Backward Morals

Revolt ...News From Nowhere ...Conflict Religion and
...Theory of Leisure Class ...The Jungle Science

My Name Is

Address

Town. . . * State



THE LAST MAN
End of the Next War—The American Legion Has Taken a Stand Against the Abolition of Poison Gas.


